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INTRODUCTION
 
The following two reports represent detailed discussions of model
 
design and aerodynamic performance test results in support of the
 
Final Technical Report on NASA Contract NAS3-18008.
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SECTION 1.0
 
SUMMARY
 
Under contract with NASA-Lewis (NAS3-18008), the concept of a dual flow
 
turbojet engine operating at takeoff with an over-extracted core and after­
burning duct cycle was to be investigated for acoustic and aerodynamic
 
performance; particularly for possible acoustic refraction benefits. A system
 
concept study resulted in selection of a coangular dual flow plug nozzle and
 
from a detailed parametric cycle analysis, an Ae8 /Ae ratio of 1.55 was chosen.
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An engine exhaust nozzle flowpath was designed and scaled to model size, a
 
representative baseline nozzle for the study. Upon thorough review of available
 
literature and test data, multi-element tube and chute jet noise suppressor
 
concepts were selected for the augmented duct. Additionally, a secondary
 
ejector concept was selected allowing for evaluation of both hardwall and
 
acoustically treated ejector flowpaths. A coannular coplanar nozzle system
 
without center plug was also selected as a standard acoustic baseline. A
 
thorough mechanical design effort resulted in a well integrated detailed model
 
nozzle system capable of withstanding the wide range of pressure and temperature
 
test conditions planned for a thorough investigation of the concepts acoustic/
 
aerodynamic feasibility. The nozzle system provides smooth nozzle external
 
flowlines and is readily adaptable for use in wind tunnel acoustic/aerodynamic
 
performance evaluation.
 
This memorandum documents the concept selection and model design effort
 
of the contract. Upon completion of the planned test effort, additional
 
reports will document the acoustic and aerodynamic performance evaluation.
 
X­
SECTION 2.0
 
INTRODUCTION
 
During the course of the United States Supersoiic Transport Program, the
 
urgent necessity to aggressively attack the jet noise problem was clearly
 
established. As studies of Advanced Supersonic Transport (AST) systems progress,
 
increased emphasis on noise reduction technology will be mandatory if a new,
 
viable AST program is to become a reality. Furthermore, the potential estab­
lishment of Federal noise regulations below those of FAR Part 36 will require
 
a broad investigation of various engine cycles and jet noise suppressors.
 
Currently, the duct-burning turbofan (DBTF) cycle is a potential candidate.
 
Heretofore, most of the jet'noise suppression work accomplished for high
 
speed aircraft has been aimed at turbojet and mixed flow turbofan cycle systems.
 
Very little jet noise suppression effort has been applied to separated flow
 
turbofan cycles.
 
There are several considerations which indicate the existence of acoustic
 
source noise reduction through the advantage of refractive characteristics of
 
duct-burning turbofan jet streams. Preliminary acoustic refraction calculations
 
indicate that noise produced by the lower velocity core stream of a separated
 
flow duct-burning fan engine, including the upstream core engine noise, may be
 
focused away from the sideline. If lined ejectors are used with duct-burning
 
coannular nozzles, the relative location of the dominant noise sources are
 
nearer to the ejector walls than are the dominant noise sources of turbojet
 
and mixed flow turbofan systems. This closer proximity of the noise sources
 
will most likely enhance the lined ejector suppression effectiveness and lower
 
the ejector length requirement. Moreover, locating the suppressor elements in
 
the noise-dominant annular stream may simplify the deployment and stowage problem.
 
Suppressor ventilation may also be enhanced by virtue of its location.
 
While these potential advantages attributed to the DBTF concept remained
 
unproven, NASA Lewis recognized the need for design study and confirming
 
experimental investigation. On August 22, 1973, the General Electric Company
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became recipient of a NASA contract to investigate such a concept, namely,
 
NAS3-18008, "Acoustic Tests of Duct Burning Turbofan Jet Noise Simulation."
 
Work scope within the contract includes a) design and development of a
 
simulated DBTF exhaust nozzle system in model hardware, both unsuppressed and
 
mechanically suppressed in the duct stream and with and without hardwall/
 
acoustically treated ejector systems, b) acoustic, aerodynamic and plume
 
velocity evaluation of the performance of the model systems, and c) analysis
 
of the resultant test data in terms of acoustic phenomena and acoustic/
 
aerodynamic performance trades.
 
This technical memorandum documents the engineering design study performed
 
to conceptually develop the DBTF exhaust nozzle system, the duct nozzle multi­
element jet noise suppressors and the hardwall and acoustically treated ejector
 
systems. It also documents the basic criteria for hardware mechanical design
 
as well as the resultant detailed final hardware.
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SECTION 3.0
 
DESIGN OBJECTIVES
 
The objectives of the model system selection, conceptual definition of
 
duct suppressors and ejector systems, and hardware mechanical design and detail
 
were delineated in the RFP and the subsequent contract and work plan as
 
follows:
 
1.0 	Model Design and Fabrication
 
o 	 The Contractor shall design the nozzle/suppressor/ejector for each 
of the two preselected multi-chute and multi-tube annular stream 
suppression concepts. The Contractor shall apply state-of-the-art 
noise suppression, aerodynamic and engine design information, as 
well as quick, inexpensive test procedures to refine the potentially
 
large number of design variables present in such concepts. In
 
addition, the Contractor shall design two baseline models; an
 
unsuppressed coannular non-coplanar nozzle with center plug ,and an
 
unsuppressed coannular coplanar nozzle without center plug.
 
o 	 The Contractor shall fabricate the test models for use in hot static
 
tests. Test models shall include ejectors, ejector acoustic liners,
 
instrument connections at the test models and adapters to fit test
 
facilities.
 
o All test models shall have a common primary to secondary area ratio
 
and primary flow area. Models shall be sufficiently large to allow
 
scaling to full size AST duct-burning turbofan engines. In no case
 
shall models have an equivalent diameter smaller than six inches.
 
Models shall be of flight-type configuration to allow possible
 
future study of external flow effects.
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2.0 Test 
a The Contractor shall perform static tests for noise and aerodynamic 
performance on the suppressed and baseline configurations. The 
parametric test matrix shall cover a range of temperature and velocity 
combinations sufficiently wide to investigate the effects of the two 
suppressor concepts, with and without ejectors and acoustic liners 
on the generation, redirection and absorption of jet noise, and 
to compare them with the baseline coannular non-coplanar and coplanar 
nozzle characteristics. The minimum ranges of variables required for
 
testing are:
 
a) Temperature:
 
Primary Stream, T8 = amb to 14600 R
 
Annular Stream, T18 = amb to 19600 R
 
AT = T1 8 - T8 0 to 10000
 
b) Velocity:
 
Primary Stream, V9 = 1000 to 1400 ft/sec 
Annular Stream, V19 = 550 to 2800 ft/sec 
Velocity Ratio, V19/V9 = 0.4 to 2.0 
" 	 The Contractor shall notice that even though the prime concept under 
investigation is based on the annular stream having higher velocities 
and temperatures than the primary stream, (V 9/V9 >1.0, (T - T8)>O)$18 

and in the supersonic range for the annular flow, some data are still
 
required at VI9/V9<1.0, T18 - T 7 0 and subsonic velocities in the
 
annular stream.
 
" 	 Data shall be taken, as a minimum, for the two suppressed-annulus
 
test models without ejector, with hardwall ejector, and with lined
 
ejector, as well as for the two baseline configurations. These
 
models are as follows:
 
Model No. 	 Description
 
1 Coannular, Non-coplanar, Annular Multi-chute Suppressor
 
2 Coannular, Non-coplanar, Annular Multi-tube Suppressor
 
3 Model 1 with Hardwall Ejector
 
5 
4 	 Model 1 with Acoustically Treated Ejector
 
5 Model 2 with Hardwall Ejector
 
6 Model 2 with Acoustically Treated Ejector
 
7 Coannular, Non-coplanar, Unsuppressed
 
8 Coannular, Coplanar, Unsuppressed
 
o 	 The Contractor shall provide sufficient instrumentation to measure
 
thrust, weight flow and total temperature and pressure sufficient
 
to calculate the ideal velocities. In addition, jet plume velocity
 
distributions will be documented. Static pressure profiles shall be
 
measured along ejector walls.
 
3.0 	Data Analysis
 
o 	 The Contractor shall process the data obtained on all tests and
 
analyze the results. The results shall, as a minimum, show the
 
measured effect of the two suppressed coannular nozzle concepts,
 
with and without ejector, lined and unlined, upon noise generation
 
as indicated by sound power levels and comparisons with the baselines,
 
both on a total and spectral basis. The measured effect of velocities
 
on power generation shall also be analyzed. Effect of-configuration
 
and velocities upon sound propagation, as indicated by directivity and
 
sound pressure level spectra shall be analyzed. Effectiveness of the
 
different configurations on noise suppression shall be compared as
 
indicated by changes in thrust and perceived noise level along the
 
sideline. All noise spectral data shall be handled on the basis of
 
1/3-octave band analysis. The Contractor shall examine noise data
 
and aerodynamic data and correlate the results obtained.
 
o 	 The above mentioned analyses, in addition to any others that the 
Contractor may deem expedient, shall be combined to evaluate the 
worth of the suppression concepts studied on applications to DBTF
 
cycles, and provide methods for more realistically including noise
 
considerations in the cycle screening procedures. In addition,
 
suggestions shall be provided on the need and nature of further
 
studies on DBTF nozzle suppressor performance.
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SECTION 4.0
 
SYSTEM CONCEPT SELECTION
 
4.1 GENERAL APPROACH
 
Recent studies on advanced cycles applicable to military and commercial
 
high Mach aircraft indicate potential system advantages for multiple-flow
 
engines, such as duct-burning turbofans and variable cycle engines. Plug
 
nozzles, and in particular, dual flow plug nozzles, integrate well with these
 
type of engine systems and possess both performance and mechanical advantages
 
over other types of exhaust systems.'
 
The main internal performance advantage of the single or dual flow plug
 
nozzle is that it provides the necessary expansion area for the high Mach con­
ditions with minimum weight and complexity, while maintaining high levels of
 
installed performance at transonic and subsonic flight conditions. The plug
 
nozzle also exhibits an installed performance payoff. At high flighi Mach
 
numbers, the exhaust gases fill the available expansion area and the drag is,
 
therefore, very low. In subsonic flight the jet plume does not fill the
 
available projected area behind the engine, resulting in an effective aero­
dynamic boattail, potentially more shallow than equivalent realistic C-D
 
nozzle boattails, and less drag.
 
Exhaust system weight becomes increasingly more important as the design
 
Mach number increases. This trend is due primarily to the extra nozzle length
 
and complexity required by the large expansion ratios necessary for high
 
performance at high Mach conditions, and also to high nozzle pressure loadings.
 
The plug nozzle offers potential weight advantages because of the structural
 
characteristics of the cylindrical shroud (i.e., the single piece cylindrical
 
shroud carries its pressure loading as hoop stress) as compared to the individual
 
segments of a long flap C-D type exhaust nozzle.
 
In recent years the sliding shroud plug nozzle concept has emerged. This
 
design translates the outer shroud, varying the nozzle internal area ratio to
 
match that required by the nozzle pressure ratio. This results in high internal
 
performance over a large range of nozzle pressure ratios with minimum complexity 
and weight. 
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General Electric has integrated the dual flow translating shroud plug
 
nozzle concept with advanced engine cycles and demonstrated high performance
 
characteristics through scale model nozzle testing. Under the Navy "High Mach
 
Nozzles Program" (Reference 1) and General Electric's Independent Research and
 
Development Program (Reference 2), static and wind tunnel tests were conducted
 
and detailed design methods, criteria, and evaluation techniques were developed.
 
In addition, under the Air Force "Turbine Engine Exhaust Nozzle Performance
 
Investigation," further design studies and both static and installed performance
 
tests are currently being made. Static test results of this program are reported
 
in Reference 3. Furthermore, General Electric has conducted studies over a wide
 
range of aircraft/engine/exhaust nozzle systems for supersonic transport appli­
cation under the NASA Advanced Supersonic Propulsion System Technology Study
 
(AST). Results of these studies for duct-burning turbofan engines utilizing
 
dual flow plug nozzle exhaust systems are reported in Reference 4.
 
Through engine exhaust nozzle conceptual design studies, the dual flow
 
plug nozzle system (alternately referred to as the annular internal/external
 
expansion nozzle system) has also been shown amenable to mechanical implementa­
tion of jet noise suppressors. System designs have been performed to incor­
porate multi-element chute and tube suppressors both in the core and duct
 
streams. Typical schemes are shown as a) Figure 4-1, GE21/F3Bl Duct-Burning
 
Turbofan engine with over-extracted core and a 36 chute duct suppressor,
 
b) Figure 4-2, a typical annular internal/external expansion nozzle system
 
utilizing a multi-spoke core suppressor, stowable within the core plug,
 
c) Figure 4-3, GE21/F3Bl Duct-Burning Turbofan with a multi-chute suppressor
 
used for both core and duct suppression, stowable within the core plug, and
 
d) Figure 4-4, GE21/F3Bl Duct-Burning Turbofan engine with a multi-tube duct
 
suppressor, stowable within the duct plug.
 
These numerous studies formed a base upon which the exhaust nozzle for
 
the NASA DBTF jet noise program was designed. The parametric cycle deck
 
developed for the NASA Advanced Supersonic Propulsion program was utilized to
 
define the basic engine cycle and in particular the exhaust conditions of
 
interest to this program.
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The design data and methods developed in References 1, 2, and 3, were
 
used to define the unsuppressed dual flow exhaust nozzle for the selected
 
engine cycle. The result is a representative advanced supersonic technology
 
exhaust system on which to conduct jet noise investigations.
 
4.2 	 CYCLE ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF PRIMARY TO SECONDARY AREA RATIO
 
The NASA Lewis/GE Advanced Supersonic Propulsion System Technology Study
 
(AST) has conducted detailed investigations of DBTF engine cycles with primary
 
emphasis on non-duct burning during takeoff, but with peripheral studies using
 
duct augmentation at takeoff. From the study, two viable DBTF engine systems
 
precipitated; the F3B1 reported in References 5 and 6 and the F3B2 reported in
 
Reference 7.
 
The AST parametric DBTF cycle deck was used to study the duct burning
 
cycle with high core energy extraction, to provide insight into selection of
 
the core/fan area ratio (Ae8 /Ae1). Additionally, the selection was influenced
 
by a) considering the maximum core total temperature and jet velocity (T8 = 14600 R,
 
V9 = 1400 fNs) and the maximum duct total temperature (T18 = 19600 R) within
 
the requested (RFP) matrix as basic engine cycle design criteria, and b)
 
feasibility of mechanically implementing and operating such an engine with a
 
reasonable O(W1 8/W8 ) ratio. For the basic cycle study using afterburning
 
takeoff, the duct was considered augmented to the maximum limit of 19600 R.
 
The fan pressure ratio (PRF) was set at three values, i.e., 2.7, 3.2 and 4.2,
 
while at an engine overall pressure ratio (OAPR) of 15. This resulted in duct
 
exhaust nozzle pressure ratios (P18/Po) of approximately 2.5, 3.0 and 3.9,
 
respectively, and duct exhaust ideal jet velocities of approximately 2360,
 
2540 and 2800 ft/sec, respectively. The engine thrust was held constant at about
 
53.3K lb. for the M = 0.3 sea-level application, therefore, 0 ratio and subsequent
 
core cycle parameters were allowed to fluctuate at each of the fan pressure ratio
 
points to generate an engine cycle matrix. Pertinent cycle parameters of core
 
total temperature (T8 ), duct to core exhaust velocity ratio (V19/V9), core to
 
duct exhaust nozzle area ratio (Ae8/Ael8), and bypass ratio (0) are cross plotted
 
in Figure 4-5 for the matrix studies at the three fan pressure ratio settings.
 
On this graph the location of the maximum limit of the RFP core jet velocity,
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 STUDY, FAN PRESSURE RATIO VARIATION-AUGMENTED 
at V9 = 1400 ft/sec, is indicated on the V19/V9 scale. At this core velocity 
the relationship between Aes8 /Ae18 and 8 was then further considered for the
 
eventual selection of the Aes8 /Ae1 8 value for which the exhaust system aerodynamic
 
flowpath would be designed.
 
In addition to the augmented duct takeoff design cycle at OAPR = 15, a
 
non-augmented duct cycle study was performed holding the same PR values of
 
2.7, 3.2 and 4.2. The resultant pertinent cycle parameters interdependency is
 
cross-plotted in the same manner in Figure 4-6. It becomes clear that, for 
a selected Ae8/Ae1 8 value, to generate the same engine thrust level with a 
non-augmented duct requires a substantially higher 8 ratio machine than the 
augmented duct cycle. 
To further investigate the effect of engine overall pressure ratio,
 
similar cycle matrices were generated at OAPR values of 10 and 25 At the fan
 
pressure ratios of 2.7 for the augmented duct takeoff application, engine
 
overall pressure ratios of 25, 15 and 10 are representative of Mach 2.2, 2.7
 
and 3.2 aircraft designs at altitude cruise, respectively. Results of the
 
study are presented in similar format in Figure 4-7.
 
Based on these cycle studies and on mechanical model and engine consider­
ations, the best selection of core to duct area ratio was chosen at approx­
imately 1.5. This evolved from a) consideration of OAPR = 15 for a Mach 2.7
 
aircraft to be the most representative engine/aircraft system selection,
 
b) comparison of other engine cycles at takeoff power as is done in Figure 4-8,
 
and c) consideration of the 1400 ft/sec jet velocity at takeoff as the core
 
design point and selecting the best mechanical/aerodynamic trade between
 
Ae8/Ael8 and 8.
 
The selected approximate design point is shown on the OAPR = 15,
 
PRF = 2.7, T18 ' 19600 R - augmented takeoff matrix plot, repeated as Figure
 
4-9. Using this base point as input, more detailed cycle analysis was
 
performed using the AST parametric cycle deck but in an off design mode. Cycle
 
data were thus generated for the base design over-extracted core engine at
 
various pertinent mission points; namely, takeoff, community, approach,
 
subsonic cruise/divert, hold/loiter, climb/acceleration and supersonic cruise.
 
The resulting cycle data are presented in Table 4-1. Honeing-in on the takeoff
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Table 4-1. Cycle Data, Over-Extracted Core DBTF Mission Analysis.
 
Case 
% Spd 
Alt, ft 
MO 
FN, lbf 
1 
100 
0 
.3 
53594 
2 
90 
0 
.3 
50207 
3 
80 
0 
,3 
46510 
Takeoff 
4 5 
70 60 
0 0 
.3 .3 
42514 37790 
6 
50 
0 
.3 
30652 
7 
40 
0 
.3 
17212 
Community/
Approach --
8 9 10 
70.6 56.2 47.5 
1500 1500 1500 
.4 .4 .4 
40342 30345 20344 
Subsonic 
zruise/Divert-
11 12 13 
43.0 50 39.9 
370 35K 35K 
.221 .95 .95 
17109 25657 16938 
- N 
14 
36.8 
35K 
.95 
13010 
Pamb, psia 
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1502 
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1328 
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1775 
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2420 
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644 
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744 
1702 
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2028 
3:362 
623 
190 
769 
1645 
4.574 
1848 
W8 , pps 
Ae8 , in2 
585 
1994 
572 
1998 
557 
2001 
541 
2003 
520 
2005 
491 
2014 
399 
2040 
527 
2006 
487 
2012 
435 
2026 
371 
2043 
258 
952 
209 
952 
183 
952 
V9 , f/s 1400 1381 1369 1370 1385 1304 947 1284 1282 1131 908 3652 3120 2836 
Table 4-1. Cycle Data, Over-Extracted Core DBTF Mission Analysis. (Conciuded)
 
Hold/Loiter Climb/Acceleration Supersonic Cruise
 
Case 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23, 24 25 26 27 28 29 3
 
% Spd 29 27 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 90 80 70 60 50 45 4
 
Alt, ft 15K 1500 1500 20K 345K 41.3K 48.1K 54.9K 58640 58640 58640 58640 58640 58640 58640 58
 
140 .5 .5 .4 .8 1.20 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62 2
 
FN, lbf 10150 10661 84982 56699 47430 43906 41185 38185 36471 33234 29677 25727 21180 16262 15468 14
 
Pamb, psia 8.294 15.917 13.917 6.753 3.541 2.555 1.843 1.329 1.110 1.110 1.110 1.110 1.110 1.110 1.110 1.
 
Tamb, °R 480 528 528 462 410 404 404 404 404 404 404 404 404 404 404
 
P18/Po 1.779 1.622 2.709 3.699 5.893 8.708 13.331 21.387 28.247 28.294 28.338 28.383 28.429 28.473 26.464 24.
 
T1 8 , OR 602 643. 2452 2452 2452 2452 2452 2452 2453 2211 1959 1697 1416 1138 1111 1
 
W1 8 , pps 263 397 566 378 317 332 364 420 457 455 453 451 449 447 406
 
Ae1 8 , in2 825 853 1434 1448 1451 1425 1415 1413 1392 1309 1221 1125 1016 901 871
 
V1 9 , f/s 1552 1583 2738 3083 3498 3780 4003 4004 4018 3862 3681 3469 3212 2915 2861 2
 
P8/P o i.882 1.538 3.831 5.585 8.533 10.80 14.014 16.957 18.858 18.884 18.900 18.915 18.931 18.946 21.045 22
 
T8 , OR i463 1419 2381 2393 2382 2374 2359 2253 2197 2196 2196 2196 2197 2197 2260 2
 
W8, pps 205 284 590 405 333 315 300 290 289 289 290 290 290 290 274
 
Ae8, in2 956 980 1043 1014 1039 1075 1089 1176 1247 1246 1245 1245 1244 1244 1075
 
V9 , f/s 1713 1409 3073 3414 3715 3855 3988 3985 3980 3979 3980 3981 3981 3982 4090 4
 
design point therefore precipitated the following cycle conditions, around
 
which the basic unsuppressed nozzle system was designed:
 
Duc___ut Core
 
OAPR = 15 P18/Po = 2.66 P8/Po = 1.51 
0SL + 18 T8 1954 R 8 - 14600 R
 
= .3 W 8 = 592 pps W8 = 585 pps
 
P1 = 2.7 As18 = 1286 in As8 = 1994 in2
 
=
B 1.0 V19 = 2415 ft/sec V9 = 1400 ft/sec
 
Ae8 /Ae1 8 ' 1.55
 
The cycle data at other than takeoff were generated for several purposes.
 
The first was to determine the extent of throat area variation required within
 
the complete engine/aircraft mission. Knowing the minimum and maximum areas,
 
plus other criteria such as A19/A1 8 and A9/A8 expansion requirements for good
 
aerodynamic performance throughout the mission, the hinged flap system
 
selected for nozzle throat control could be developed into an engine aerodynamic
 
flowpath and reasonably simulated in model hardware. The second purpose was
 
to generate part power cycle data for both the core and duct streams, around
 
which to establish a representative test matrix for acoustic and aerodynamic
 
performance evaluation.
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SECTION 5.0
 
BASELINE ENGINE/SCALE MODEL COAINULAR NON-COPLANAR SYSTEM 
5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF BASELINE ENGINE FLOWPATH
 
The baseline engine nozzle flowpath was established using the detailed
 
cycle data (presented in Table 4-1) obtained at various mission points for the
 
base engine cycle selected at takeoff in Section 4.2. Additionally the design
 
was influenced by the criteria set forth in References 1, 2 and 3. A schematic
 
of the engine aerodynamic flowpath, showing the minimum, maximum and supersonic
 
cruise area variations, is presented as Figure 5-1.
 
Core and duct throat area variations required by the engine cycle are
 
accomplished by flap and seal arrangements on the respective plugs, forming 
a "collapsing plug" scheme. The external area ratios (refer to Figure 5-2 
for terminology illustration) of the core and duct plugs were sized to give 
complete expansion at the supersonic cruise point. This plug sizing established
 
the outer nozzle diameter. This diameter was then checked with the engine max­
imum diameter as calculated in the parametric cycle deck and was found to be
 
compatible with the engine size, having room for shroud and nacelle thickness
 
and requiring very little boattailing.
 
Maximum internal area ratio (see Figure 5-2) of the fan nozzle is sized
 
to give peak external thrust coefficient at supersonic cruise. The minimum
 
internal area ratio of the fan nozzle was sized to give peak internal thrust
 
coefficient at subsonic cruise/divert operation. Figures 5-3 and 5-4 illustrate
 
this concept of internal and external peak thrust coefficient. This variation
 
in fan internal area ratio is accomplished by means of a translating shroud.
 
The core nozzle interriihi area ratio illustrated in the schematic of
 
Figure 5-1 is fixed at a value giving peak internal thrust coefficient at
 
subsonic operation. This results in some core thrust loss at supersonic cruise
 
when the core nozzle is operating at the peak external thrust coefficient.
 
This can be avoided by using variable core internal area ratioobtainable
 
through use of a translating shroud on the core outer flowpath or by combining
 
the core throat area variation with throat plane axial location variation.
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Figure 5-3 Internal and External Peak Cf Schematic. 
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Both of these systems are mechanically complex. As they are unnecessary for
 
the subject noise study, they were not included in this design. A schematic
 
illustrating the nozzle concept and resulting thrust characteristics is shown
 
in Figure 5-5 for the key operating points.
 
It is not within the scope of the program to conduct detailed mechanical
 
design of the selected nozzle system. However, the baseline nozzle flowpath
 
utilizes and is compatible with typical mechanical schemes from previous dual
 
flow plug nozzle mechanical designs as depicted previously in Figures 4-1
 
through 4-4.
 
5.2 	 SCALE MODEL SYSTEM DEFINITION
 
The scale model nozzle combined core and duct aerodynamic flow area was
 
selected as that equivalent to a six inch diameter nozzle system. The selection
 
was influenced by the following three criteria.
 
o 	 Requirements within the NASA request-for-proposal were established
 
as "all test models shall have a common primary to secondary
 
area ratio (A8/A18 ) and primary flow area. Models shall be
 
sufficiently large to allow scaling to full size AST duct-burning
 
turbofan engines. In no case shall models have an equivalent
 
diameter smaller than six inches."
 
.0 	 The models are to be tested for aerodynamic static performance at 
elevated temperature at the FluiDyne Engineering Corporation. 
FluiDyne's hot flow static thrust stand is a blowdown facility 
utilizing a pebble bed heater. The maximum temperature that can 
be run for any given weight flow is limited by the heater capacity. 
In order to investigate the temperature effects on ejector per­
formance, as high of temperatures as possible are desired. The 
highest model flow rate of interest in the test matrix is core 
pressure ratio of 2.0 and fan pressure ratio of 4.0. For a 6" 
equivalent diameter nozzle this results in a total nozzle weight flow 
of approximately 15.5 lbs/sec at a fan and core temperature of 
14600 R. This flow rate is very near FluiDyne's capability of 
16-18 lbs/sec at 14600 R. Any significant increases in model
 
size would require the hot static thrust testing to be run at
 
lower exit temperatures.
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o 	 For acoustic evaluation, the 6" equiva ent diameter nozzle size and
 
the Ae8/Ael8 selection sets the core and duct equivalent to 4.63"
 
and 3.72" diameter nozzles respectively. These equivalent nozzle
 
sizes are directly compatible with efficient operation of the core
 
and duct burner systems over the wide range of planned test cycle
 
conditions. Additionally, the chosen nozzle size allows incorpora­
tion of multi-element suppressor systems whose characteristic
 
frequency range of interest falls well within the 80 KHz measuring
 
capability of the facility equipment.
 
Scaling the baseline coannular non-coplanar engine flowpath from Figure
 
5-1 to model size was accomplished using a linear scale factor. The flowpaths
 
were duplicated to an axial station where adaptation to the facility hardware
 
dictated variance.
 
A schematic of the model system is presented as Figure 5-6, also showing
 
adaptive hardware to the acoustic test facility. A tabulation of the design
 
areas and discharge coefficients is in Table A-1 of Appendix A. A sketch of
 
the model system showing all related miscellaneous assembly hardware is also
 
included in Appendix A, as well as the hardware detailed drawings.
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Figure 5-6 BASELINE COANNUAR NON-COPLANAR MODEL SYSTEM 
SECTION 6.0
 
DUCT MULTI-ELEMENT SUPPRESSOR SYSTEMS
 
Within the proposal P73-27 to NASA-Lewis on the DBTF program, the develop­
ment of jet noise suppressors for supersonic exhaust systems were reviewed in
 
detail under the following major categories:
 
o 	 Basic Hardwall Ejectors
 
o 	 Primary Suppressors 
o 	 Secondary Suppressors
 
o 	 Fluidynamic Injection 
o 	 Multi-Tube/Hole Nozzle Suppressors
 
o Plug/Annular Nozzle Suppressors (Multi-Spoke/Chute)
 
All of the above systems have their unique suppression characteristics in
 
terms of peak suppression magnitude, suppression level versus jet velocity,
 
and related performance penalties. In order to meet the stringent noise goals
 
of current/future AST applications, the more complex suppressor systems, i.e.,
 
the multi-tube and multi-spoke/chute, capable of attaining reasonably high
 
suppression levels, were preselected for application to the DBTF annular
 
stream. To implement the selections into practical model designs in terms
 
of acoustic/aerodynamic performance trade, all available pertinent literature
 
and data on the two suppressor concepts were reviewed. These data and sources
 
consisted of the following:
 
o 	 Internal General Electric data for multi-tube and multi-spoke/chute
 
configurations generated under the a) SST Engine Development
 
Contract FA-22-67-7, b) Supersonic Transport Noise Reduction
 
Technology Summary Phase I, Contract FA-SS-71-13, and c) Supersonic
 
Transport Noise Reduction Technology Program Phase II, Contract
 
DOT/FA72WA-2894. These data are documented in various General
 
Electric internal reports and contract interim and final reports
 
as referenced with the text.
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a 	 The Boeing Company's a) SST Technology Follow-On Program - Phase I, 
Contract DOT-FA-SS-71-12, b) SST Follow-ON Program Phase II, 
Contract DOT-FA-72wA-2893 and c) Contract NAS3-15570 work on
 
acoustically lined ejector technology. These data and results are 
also documented in contract interim and final reports and referenced 
herein. 
0 	 Other available open literature reports. 
The following sections document the pertinent information used from these 
sources and their subsequent influence on the annular jet noise suppressor 
designs.
 
6.1 	 STUDY AND DESIGN OF MULTI-TUBE DUCT SUPPRESSOR SYSTE2 
To effect a well integrated multi-tube duct suppressor design, the acoustic/ 
aerodynamic trade dependencies on the following geometric parameters were 
considered. 
a 	 Area Ratio 
o 	 Tube Number 
o 	 Analytical Prediction Procedure Area Ratio and-	 Tube Number 
o 	 Tube size equality and spacing uniformity 
o 	 Tube length 
o 	 Baseplate and tube exit plane stagger 
o 	 Tube end geometry, i.e., straight versus convergent 
o 	 Tube cant from axial centerline 
6.1.1 Area Ratio 
o 	 The General Electric test series and results (Reference 8), presented 
in Figures 6-1, 6-2 and 6-3, indicate in the design ideal jet velocity 
range of 2400 to 2500 ft/sec that Area Ratio (A/R) - 2.5 to 3.5 
nozzle designs obtained 12.5 to 13.5 PNL suppression, the spread 
favoring higher A/R. Increasing A/R above 3.5 nets minor additional 
33 
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suppression. Typical spectra and PNL directivity data, shown at
 
Vj - 2350 ft/sec in Figure 6-4, indicate a) increased A/R decreases 
the low frequency noise generation substantially due to wider tube 
spacing delaying the jet coalescence and thereby allowing velocity 
decay before merging and a subsequently shorter merged jet region, 
b) increased A/R generally allows for greater high frequency noise 
levels due to the delay of coalescence allowing increased length for 
the region of high frequency noise generation, and c) increased A/R 
improves suppression primarily in the aft quadrant toward the jet 
axis. 
o From Boeing data (Reference 9), replotted to directly show A/R effect 
as a function of Vj in Figure 6-5, in the design velocity range of 
Vj = 2400-2500 ft/sec, high levels of noise suppression are obtained 
and a spread of 2 to 2.5 APNL is seen, higher suppression favoring 
higher A/R. Increased A/R above 2.5 for the 37 tube array shows 
several additional PNL suppression but at the expense of mechanical 
practicality. Therefore, the trends of General Electric and Boeing 
data agree well and a selection near A/R = 2.5 to 3.0 seems best for 
acoustic/mechanical implementation trade. 
o 	 Boeing PWL data (Reference 9) Figure 6-6 indicates that, at 16100 R 
and with nozile pressure ratios of 2, 3 and 4 for a 37 tube array, 
increase in area ratio tends to decrease high frequency jet premerging 
noise suppression slightly but low frequency jet coalescing noise 
suppression levels are increased quite rapidly. The combination of
 
the high and low frequency suppression in terms of total noise PWL
 
suppression is also shown and indicates only slight suppression
 
=
increase at PR - 3.0, TT - 1610* R, Vj 2300 ft/sec for area ratio 
increase from 2.0 to 4.0. Above 4.0 area ratio no increase in 
suppression is evident. 
Conclusions from reviewing the data associating noise to multi-tube area 
ratio, as applicable to the selected design velocity of Vl9 - 2415 ft/sec, are: 
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o 	 Favoring moderately high area ratio will gain slight suppression 
increase at this Vj point, however, very high A/R gains very little 
additional suppression and also becomes mechanically Impractical. 
o 	 In order to achieve significant reduction of low frequency noise 
content, the area ratio must be relatively high. As A/R is 
increased, ambient air has an easier path into the internal portions 
of the main jet stream. The A/R determines the merged velocity of
 
the flow from individual elements relative to the velocity of the 
jet at the nozzle exit and, thereby, determines the low frequency 
noise content.
 
o 	 For the high Vj design range, an increase in area ratio causes more 
high frequency noise generation. This can nullify the effect of 
reducing the low frequency noise. The area ratio should be selected 
to balance the penalizing increase in high frequency noise against 
the beneficial decrease in low frequency noise. 
o 	 If the optimum study design is considered as the acoustically 
treated ejector/duct suppressor system, the area ratio should be 
chosen to generate more high frequency noise than that optimm for 
an Mejected design. The high frequency noise generation location is 
close to the nozzle exit plane. An acoustically treated ejector has 
the potential of reducing the penalizing high frequency noise so 
that, together with the low frequency noise reduction achieved by 
the higher area-ratio, greater overall suppression of PNL should 
result.
 
6.1.2 Tube Number
 
o 	 The General Electric (Reference 8) test series, to isolate the effect 
of hole/tube number using 55, 85 and 121 holes at area ratio - 2.7, 
and results are documented in Figures 6-7, 6-8 and 6-9. The graph 
of Figure 6-9 indicates, in the Vj - 2400-2500 ft/sec range, approxi­
mately 1 APNL variance between 50 and 100 tubes. True magnitude of 
PIL variance is somewhat nondiscernable as PNL change with tube 
number is non-uniform from 50 to 125 tubes. However, typical spectra 
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and PNL directivity data, at 2350 ft/sec in Figure 6-10, show a
 
definite trend of slightly higher suppression with increase in tube
 
number.
 
" 	 Boeing test data (Reference 9), isolating the effect of tube
 
number at area ratio of 3.3 while using 7, 19, 37 and 61 tube
 
arrays, is replotted in Figure 6-11. The data show tube number to
 
be a 	predominant parameter at low element number but with only 0.5 
APNL increase in suppression from 37 to 61 tubes in the Vj range of
 
2400 to 2500 ft/sec. The trend, however, is clear; that higher
 
tube number yields greater suppression, at least within the 37 to
 
61 tube range.
 
o 	 Boeing PWL data (Reference 9) in Figure 6-12 indicates that, at 
16100 R and for nozzle pressure ratios of 2, 3 and 4 and for an area 
ratio of 3.3 tube array, increase in tube number tends to rapidly 
increase suppression of high frequency jet premerging noise but 
suppression of low frequency jet coalescence noise remains nearly 
constant. The combination of high and low frequency PWL suppression, 
in terms of total noise (OAPWL) suppression, is also shown and again 
indicates the trend of noise suppression increase with higher tube 
numbers. 
Conclusions from review of data associating noise to multi-tube element
 
number, as applicable to the design velocity of 2415 ft/sec, are:
 
o 	 For a reasonably high element number, necessary to form a respectable 
annular array for a duct suppressor using a minimum of three tube 
rows, and particularly in the A/R range of 2.5 to 3.0, tube number 
is not an extremely important parameter if maintained in the 
reasonably high range, i.e., 50 to 90.
 
o 	 All trends indicate that within this range the higher tube numbers 
slightly increase suppression. 
6.1.3 Analytical Prediction Procedure - Area Ratio and Tube Number 
The General Electric Company has developed an analytical procedure for
 
predicting the jet noise from multi-tube suppressors (Reference 10). The
 
prediction method was developed as a result of extensive experience accumulated
 
with multi-element suppressor configurations tested during the SST program
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and as a result of the continuing effort at General Electric under current
 
contracts for the development of supersonic transport noise reduction technology.
 
This development has led to the understanding of the phenomenological charac­
teristics of supersonic jet noise source levels, source locations within the
 
jet, and the important factors to achieve reduction of such noise.
 
The 	following method is used in determining the noise levels:
 
1. 	 The maximum angle OASPL and octave band spectral distribution are
 
determined. These data are used for an individual tube based on
 
the nozzle exit conditions, and on the flow conditions and area
 
calculated for the merged jet.
 
2. 	 Noise is calculated for the flow from the tubes, prior to merging,
 
as follows:
 
a) 	 The axial location of peak noise generation is determined for
 
each octave band. Using the octave band midpoint frequency,
 
the value of (X/D)peak for each octave band is determined.
 
b) 	 The axial location, (X/D)cut off' at which noise is no longer
 
generated by flow from the individual tubes is determined.
 
c) 	 The ratio of the value determined in b to that in a, above, is 
used to determine the SPL level relative to the overall octave 
band SPL (determined in Step 1); this determines the SPL in 
the octave band for noise from an individual tube. 
d) 	 The noise from all the tubes is then determined using the
 
effective number of tubes radiating sound.
 
3. Noise for the merged flow (determined in Step 1) is then added to
 
that from the individual tubes (Step 2) for each octave band. These
 
data are then used to determine the Perceived Noise Level by standard
 
procedure.
 
This analysis has been programmed for computation and the method has been
 
successfully checked against measured data for many model configurations within
 
the following range of variables:
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o 	 2.0 < Area Ratio < 8.0 
o 	 37 < Tube Number < 253 
o 	 1600 < Ideal Jet Velocity, ft/sec < 3400 
The criteria for acoustic design of multi-element suppressors, as evolved
 
through improved understanding, can be summarized as follows:
 
o 	 The multi-element suppessor achieves its purpose by two 
mechanisms:
 
- Rapid entrainment of ambient air into the high velocity
 
stream, causing the velocity of the mixed stream to be
 
reduced to subsonic levels much closer to the exit plane.
 
- Generation of high frequency noise from the individual 
streams whose acoustic radiation efficiency is greatly 
reduced because of the interaction among adjacent streams 
and because of the disruption of the propagation path from 
those regions of the jet which are shielded by the outermost
 
portion.
 
Prior to selection of the final DBTF design point, an acoustic parametric 
study was conducted (Reference 11 and 12), using the analytical prediction 
procedure, to define the maximum attainable PNL suppression for a given area 
ratio and tube number over a specified range of cycle conditions. The major 
= 
study effort was done at PT/Po = 3.0, TT = 18800 R, Vj 2485 ft/sec and
 
results are shown in Figures 6-13 and 6-14 on a 320 ft arc. Figure 6-13 shows
 
the individual jets and merged jet contributions in terms of PNL as a function
 
of area ratio and tube number. Figure 6-14 shows the total PNL when the
 
individual spectra are combined. When evaluated on a 1500 ft sideline the
 
variations in APNL with tube number and area ratio are as shown in Figure 6-15.
 
The results, as follows, are consistent with those previously discussed for
 
the area ratio and tube number studies. 
o 	 In general, increase in tube number at reasonably high area ratio 
results in a low level of suppression increase. 
o 	 Increase in area ratio at the design point increases suppression
 
slightly for the higher area ratio range but major suppression
 
gain is from low to high A/R (2.0 to 2.8).
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0 	 Suppression variance with ideal jet velocity is shown in Figure 6-16
 
and indicates that for a relatively high area ratio (2.8) essentially
 
no change in APNL occurs over the range of 2200 to 2500 ft/sec.
 
6.1.4 Tube Size Equality and Spacing Uniformity
 
o 	 General Electric data (Reference 8) shows that three flat baseplate
 
models were tested to evaluate suppression effects of equal/unequal
 
hole size and uniform versus random spacing. Each model had 97 holes
 
and was of A/R = 2.0 as shown schematically in Figure 6-17. The
 
first model (4.88H121-97) had equal hole size and uniform spacing.
 
The second (4.2H97) and third (4.39H97) models used hole patterns
 
of unequal size and non-uniform spacing. From test results shown
 
in Figure 6-18 as 300 and 1500 ft sideline PNL suppression, the equal
 
size and uniform spacing configuration yielded 2 to 6 PNL greater
 
suppression in the medium-to-high velocity range over the non-equal
 
size and random spacing configurations.
 
o 	 From Boeing data (Reference 13), Figure 6-19 presents the acoustic
 
results for the extremes of simple arrays, i.e., close packed
 
and radially aligned tubes. The close packed array is seen to be
 
consistently better showing APNL increases of approximately 1.0 to
 
1.5 for 37 tube area ratio of 3.3 and 4.5 arrays, respectively.
 
The major conclusion from the review of data associating noise to
 
multi-tube size equality and spacing uniformity was that equality of
 
hole/tube size and uniformity of spacing between tubes/holes appears
 
to be a major parameter in refining a suppressor design. An equal
 
sized and more uniformly spaced tube bundle produces significantly
 
higher suppression than a randomly sized and spaced array.
 
6.1.5 Tube Length
 
o 	 General Electric data (Reference 8) indicates an investigation was 
performed to isolate the effects of tube internal length-to-diameter 
ratio (Lti/Dt) on multi-tube suppression. An 85 tube nozzle with 
0.430" I.D. tubes of 4.5" initial length (Lti/D t = 10.47) and of area 
54 
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ratio - 3.19 was used. The tube pattern was uniform with equal
 
spacing on a hexagonal pattern and tube exits were coplanar as per
 
Figure 6-20. A total of seven models were tested by shortening the
 
tubes in increments of 1/2, 3/4, or 1" until a baseplate remained
 
as the last configuration, as shown schematically in Figure 6-21.
 
The internal length to diameter ratio was thus varied from 10.47
 
to 1.74. Using the Lti - 4.5" model as reference, suppression 
change due to change in tube length is shown in Figure 6-22. The
 
curve shows variations are minor across the jet velocity range but
 
with 	definite increased suppression trends in the mid-velocity
 
range 	with intermediate tube length. To more closely establish the
 
effect at mid-to-high jet velocity, Figure 6-23 shows average curves
 
through data variations at incremental jet velocities. Indications
 
are that an optimum design exists in the intermediate (4 to 6)
 
Lti/Dt range and a maximum gain of about 1.0 to 1.5 APNL is seen 
from the average curves over that of a long or short tube.
 
o 	 From Boeing data (Reference 13) the effect of tube length on fHL 
suppression is shown inFigure 6-24 for 37-tube nozzles at area 
ratios of 2.75 and 61-tube nozzles at area ratio - 3.3. Tube lengths 
of 1, 2 and 3 inches were used, however, results yield no trends with 
tube length. The conclusion was drawn that acoustic effect of tube 
length is nominal. 
o 	 Overall Conclusion - Acoustically, minor suppression changes are 
seen to be attributable to tube length variation, as long as the 
tubes are of equal size, uniformly spaced, and form a coplanar exit 
plane. Slight suppression gain (over baseplate or long tubes) is 
achieved by tube design in the intermediate Lti/D t and jet velocity. 
This is based primarily on the controlled General Electric test for 
isolation of the individual parameter. 
o 	 Aerodynamic test results for the General Electric data (Reference 8) 
are based on static pressure measurements on the baseplate of the 
models. The base pressure profiles were used to calculate the mean 
base pressures by integrating the measured static pressures over their 
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I 
respective incremental base areas and then dividing the total value
 
by the total base area acted upon. Mean base pressure ratio,
 
B/Po0, versus nozzle pressure ratio, PT8/Po, is presented in
 
Figure 6-25. As the tubes were shortened, ps/P decreased uniformly
 
until Lti/Dt = 3.49, meaning the base drag force increased. Further
 
cutback of the baseplate model (Lt /Dt . 1.74) significantly lowered
 
the mean base pressure ratio.
 
Figure 6-26, base drag coefficient variation with PTr8/Po and Lt /Dt
 
shows baseplate drag increasing as tube length is decreased,
 
synonymous with mean base pressure data. The change in pressure ratio
 
and drag coefficient per Incremental A L ti/Dt is approximately constant,
 
except for the shorter tubes which show a much greater increment of
 
change for the same amount of cutback. In the range of 1.5<P1 /P
°
I- T8 0 
<3.4, the change in pressure ratio has little effect on the drag
 
coefficient except for the baseplate model. Therefore, a design
 
curve is presented in Figure 6-27 showing base drag coefficient
 
change as a function of L /Dt, independent of P for the
.8F 

measured range.
 
6.1.6 Baseplate and Tube Exit Plane Stagger
 
The General Electric test series and results (Reference 8) presented in 
Figures 6-28, 6-29 and 6-30 were to isolate the effect of a) tube bundle 
baseplate cant (stagger) angle, and b) tube bundle exit plane cant angle. 
Five models were used with combinations of tube exit and baseplate stagger from 
coplanar/flat to 60* each as seen in Figures 6-28 and 6-29. Each configuration 
had 72 tubes on a hexagonal pattern andat area ratio = 3.0. Acoustic suppres­
sion results in Figure 6-30 indicate that at high velocity a wide range of 
suppression is achievable, the magnitude depending,strongly on tube base and 
exit plane orientations.' If both baseplate and exit planes are staggered, 
suppression decreases, a larger decrease resulting from the greater stagger. 
For a coplanar tube bundle exit plane,suppression increases with increased 
canting of the baseplate. 
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Aerodynamic test results based on static pressure measurements on the
 
baseplate integrated to mean base pressure (FB/pO) distributions are shown in
 
Figure 6-31 as a function of nozzle pressure ratio.
 
The flat baseplate, coplanar tube exit plane system (Models 4.0T72-4 and
 
-5) had the lowest PB/Po, and consequently the highest base drag coefficients,
 
due to inability to ventilate the base area between the tubes. The 600 base­
plate, coplanar tube exit system (Model 4.OT72-60-1) had the highest mean base
 
pressure ratios, and consequently the lowest base drag. The long tube lengths
 
at the outer periphery of the tube bundle allowed for pumping of ambient air
 
to the center of the baseplate, pressurizing the base area and minimizing
 
loss due to base drag.
 
Conclusions
 
o 	 Major suppression changes are seen to be attributable to the particulars
 
of tube exit plane and baseplate design. Within the range of geometry
 
variance of the test series, sideline peak PNL suppression change
 
ranged up to 5.5 PNdB at DBTF design jet velocity. Each of the models
 
had 72 tubes and was near area ratio of 3.0 design, therefore,
 
suppression variance was attributable only to baseplate and tube
 
exit plane changes.
 
o 	 The suppression and aerodynamic data show that if the model is
 
staggered at both base and tube exit planes, suppression decreases
 
,and base pressure increases as stagger angle is increased.
 
o 	 For a coplanar tube bundle exit plane, both base pressure and
 
suppression increase with increased base stagger. The increased
 
base pressure results in lower base drag and total aerodynamic
 
thrust loss.
 
o 	 The best suppressor configuration was the coplanar tube exit plane
 
model with high base stagger angle, yielding approximately 2 APNdB
 
additional suppression at DBTF design jet velocity over the flat
 
baseplate coplanar tube exit plane system.
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6.1.7 Tube Nozzle Aerodynamic Performance Correlation
 
Based on review of the aerodynamic static performance data accumulated from
 
the various referenced sources, the single most significant thrust logs
 
mechanism was found to be the pressure drag on the base area of the suppressor.
 
This pressure drag, in terms of average base pressure, proved to be a function
 
of several parameters; namely, tube length, tube spacing, tube exit stagger
 
angle, nozzle pressure ratio, and tube diameter relative to total exit area.
 
Figure 6-32 illustrates these various parameters. It should be noted that
 
most of the previous configurations tested by GE had tubes arranged such that
 
all tubes were equally spaced from adjoining tubes, thus yielding a hexagonal
 
type array, as illustrated in Figure 6-32. These data were used to analyze
 
the effect of the above named parameters, but it has been demonstrated that
 
the tube arrangement also effects the level of the base pressure and this
 
could not be evaluated from the existing data.
 
The average base pressures for a large number of test configurations were
 
correlated against the key model parameters, as shown in Figure 6-33. The
 
correlation parameter, IS2 + (L/cos 0)2]/A8 is an indication of the amount of
 
base ventilation area available with respect to the nozzle flow area. The
 
existing data is seen to collapse quite well for lines of equal nozzle pressure
 
ratio, noting that some degree of inaccuracy was expected, simply due to the
 
nature of the base pressure calculation which consists of integrating test
 
pressures over a calculated base area.
 
Other significant loss mechanisms are tube internal friction and.the
 
PT loss from sudden contraction of the flow from the upstream flow-chamber
 
into the tubes. Because these losses cannot be readily measured in a test,
 
the effect of varying geometric parameters was studied using semi-emperical
 
methods. Tube skin friction was analyzed using turbulent boundary layer theory
 
and average skin friction coefficients. The skin friction is a function of
 
tube length, diameter, and flow.Mach number. The entrance loss was calculated
 
using emperical sudden contraction loss and was dependent on contraction area
 
ratio and upstream and downstream Mach number. Examples of the parametric
 
evaluation of skin friction loss and entrance loss are shown in Figures 6-34
 
and 6-35, respectively for tubes of constant flow area, i.e., the tube exit
 
area equals the tube entrance area. These losses can be reduced significantly
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NOZZLE TUBE ENTRANCE LOSS
 
by having convergent exits on the tubes. The effect of this convergence is to
 
reduce the flow Mach number in the tubes, reducing both the skin friction and 
the sudden contraction pressure losses.
 
To evaluate the overall effect of the various design parameters, the 
three major loss mechanisms of base pressure, skin friction, and tube entrance
 
may be combined to produce a total loss in thrust coefficient. Correlation
 
of this overall loss with area ratio and tube number is shown in Figure 6-36.
 
It should be noted that the delta thrust coefficients shown in Figures 6-34,
 
6-35, and 6-36 are based on the ideal thrust of the air upstream of the tube
 
entrance plane.
 
The results and analysis methods used in this generalized study were applied
 
as aerodynamic guidelines in selecting the multi-tube fan duct suppressor.
 
6.1.8 Selection of Multi-Tube Duct Suppressor Design
 
Summarizing the various conclusions derived from review of all available 
acoustic and aerodynamic data on multi-tube suppressors leads to the following 
general guidelines for design of the DBTF duct suppressor at the selected
 
design point (see Section 4.2). 
o 	 Area ratio range should be between 2.5 and 3.0, high enough to 
obtain good suppression and aerodynamic performance but not entirely 
impractical in mechanical implementation. Favoring high area ratio 
should benefit the acoustic effectiveness of the treated ejector 
application. 
o 	 Tube number should be a minimum of 50 to 60 to obtain reasonable 
suppression, however, spacing of tubes within annular rows (three 
rows selected for final design) would probably more highly influence 
tube number selection. 
o Try to maintain equal spacing between tubes for uniformity of plume 
coalescence and lower noise. Radial patterns are more efficient
 
for baseplate ventilation, resulting in higher base pressure and
 
aerodynamic performance, however, acoustic performance is severely 
jeapordized. For the duct annular suppressor, however, lack of
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baseplate ventilation may not be as severe a loss mechanism as for
 
the single flow concepts previously tested. For an equivalent area
 
ratio, the duct suppressor sets the tube base area on an annulus and
 
results in a much shorter path for ventilating air to penetrate, as
 
compared to the single flow non-annular suppressors.
 
0. 	 Tube size should also be held uniform, as long as spacing between
 
tube centers is near equal, to assure a common plane of jet merging.
 
a 	 For good base ventilation and subsequent favorable aerodynamic 
performance, the outer row should have long tubes. The inner tube 
rows should also be of reasonable length to assure ventilation to 
the baseplate area near the plug flowpath. For acoustic performance, 
tube length to diameter ratio of 4 to 5 was optimum. (The final design 
utilizes tubes in the outer row with a length to diameter ratio of 
4.0 in an attempt to maximize base static pressures without incurring 
internal friction losses severe enough to offset this base pressure
 
gain.) For practical engine design the maximum tube length would be 
dictated by stowage requirements in the unsuppressed mode.
 
o 	 The tube exit plane should be coplanar, again for a common coalesced 
jet plane required for beneficial acoustic performance. 
o 	 Tube length can be gained, particularly in the outer tube rows, by 
canting the baseplate. Aerodynamically the baseplate stagger yields
 
no additional performance gain for tubes which are already long,
 
however, a trade between tube length and canting is most reasonable
 
to obtain the desired baseplate ventilation. Canting of 300 to 45'
 
from flat (or vertical) baseplate should be considered as reasonable,
 
however, engine design would again dictate the limit.
 
o 	 Tube ends should be convergent by approximately 30% of area [((tube
 
inlet area/tube exit area) - 1) x 100] to a) decrease entrance loss,
 
b) lower skin friction within the tubeand c) maintain predominately
 
subsonic flow in the sudden contraction region of the tube entrance,
 
eliminating shock PT loss internal to the tube. In addition the
 
edges formed by the tube intersections with the baseplate should be
 
rounded to further decrease entrance loss.
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o 	 Tubes should all be directed parallel to the nozzle centerline for
 
the DBTF design. Canting the outer tube row slightly outward could
 
result in simulated higher aerodynamic area ratio, shown to be some­
what beneficial at the design velocity, however, the common jet
 
merging plane would be eliminated, necessary for high suppression.
 
Flow impingment on the secondary ejector system would also result,
 
detrimental to aerodynamic performance. Canting the inner tube row
 
slightly toward the centerline has been used in several previous
 
models to aid plug pressurization for aerodynamic performance.
 
However, in the DBTF duct application, the tubes will be ejecting
 
along the flat of the plug and vectoring the flow would not be
 
beneficial.
 
With the aid of these specific guidelines, a series of multi-tube annular
 
arrays were designed within the limits of a) 2, 3 and 4 rows of tubes,, b) area
 
ratio = 2.75 and 3.0, c) tube number from 60 to 90 and tube exit I.D.from
 
0.485" to 0.402," respectively, and d) tube area convergence from 17 to 40%.
 
A discharge coefficient (CD = AeI8/A18) of 0.948 was chosen, based on
 
previous tube nozzle test data, modified for increased area convergence. The
 
Ae18 of 10.842 in2 (see Appendix A, Table A-i) thus yielded an A18 of 11.437
 
in2 . This was -thenused to establish the tube array physical dimensions based
 
on the area ratio selection. Area ratio was defined as the annulus area divided
 
by the total physical flow area (A/R = Annulus Area/No. Tubes x Area/Tube). The
 
annulus area was defined as that between concentric circles whose radii were
 
set as the intersection with the tube I.D.'s of the innermost and outermost
 
tubes 	within the tube array at the coplanar exit plane.
 
Final selection from the various tube patterns designed was based on a
 
weighted averaging of the parameters most influencing acoustic and aerodynamic
 
performance, consistent with the previously detailed conclusions from the
 
acoustic/aerodynamic data review. The final selection is shown schematically
 
in Figure 6-37, with adaptive hardware to the acoustic test facility, and has
 
the following features:
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Figure 6-37 DBTF SCALE MODEL MULTI-TUBE DUCT SUPPRESSOR 
o 	 Area Ratio = 2.75
 
o 	 69 tubes in three row pattern 
o 	 Near equal spacing between tubes
 
o 	 Uniform tube characteristics with
 
a) internal diameter at exit plane = 0.459"
 
b) tube O.D. of 0.563" with 0.020" wall thickness
 
c) tube end area convergence of 29.4%
 
d) tube inlets rounded for smooth flow transition
 
e) all tubes exiting flow parallel to nozzle centerline
 
o 	 Baseplate canted at 450
 
o 	 Coplanar tube exits 
o 	 Tube length to diameter ratio, in outer row, of 4.0 
o 	 CD = 0.948 and Ae1 8 = 11.482 in2 (design) 
o 	 A18 = 11.437 in
2 
A tabulation of the design areas is in Table A-I of Appendix A. A sketch
 
of the model system showing all related miscellaneous assembly hardware is
 
also included in Appendix A, as well as the hardware detailed drawings.
 
6.2 	 STUDY AND DESIGN OF MULTI-CHUTE DUCT SUPPRESSOR SYSTEM
 
6.2.1, Acoustic/Aerodynamic Review
 
To effect a well integrated multi-chute duct suppressor design, the
 
acoustic/aerodynamic trade dependencies on the following geometric parameters
 
were considered, based on data from Ref. 8.
 
o Area Ratio Variation Figures 6-38 & 6-39
 
.o Element Number Variation Figures 6-40 & 6-41
 
o 	 Angle of Attack Variation Figures 6-42 & 6-43 
o 	 Planform Shape Variation Figures 6-44 & 6-45 
o Spoke Versus Chute Figures 6-46 & 6-47 
The first figure of each set includes model photographs and aerodynamic 
results for static, Mo=O, and wind-on, Mo=.36. The second figure of each set 
compares 300 & 1500 ft. sideline peak PNL suppressions as a function of jet
 
velocity and the specific geometric parameter under consideration.
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1. Area Ratio Variation 
The area ratio comparison curves of Figure 6-39 (as well as thos& of later 
curves) show that high levels of PNL suppression can be attained through use 
of multi-element annular plug suppressor systems. The trends at the 300 and 
1500 ft. sidelines are similar to those previously measured in multi-tube 
suppressor tests with the velocity at which peak suppression occurs increasing 
with higher area ratio. The area ratio of 2.0 model has the best suppression 
characteristics except at high jet velocities, where area ratio of 2.5 was 
optimum. The area ratio of 1.5 model gave lower suppression at all velocities. 
This model, however, had spokes with somewhat less taper than the other models 
and this may have contributed somewhat to its poorer than anticipated low 
velocity suppression. 
Figure 6-38 presents the static performance (Mo = 0.0) and effect of 
external Mach number on installed performance, as a function of area ratio and 
primary nozzle pressure ratio. The results clearly indicate the necessity
 
for simulating the proper external Mach number in order to obtain meaningful
 
aerodynamic performance data. At M = 0.36, the increase in area ratio quite 
rapidly decreased thrust coefficients due to the larger blockage area and 
o 
longer spokes. The larger and longer spokes allowed for greater base area,
 
particularly near the center of the nozzle, to which ambient air is not pumped
 
for ventilation. The low base pressure on the spokes creates the largest
 
portion of thrust loss in the form of base drag. The low pressure, combined
 
with the larger base area, resulted in significant performance loss with
 
increased area ratio.
 
2. Element Number yariation
 
Effect of element number on PNL suppression, Figure 6-41, again shows
 
trends similar to those'of the multi-tube test series. Peak suppression in­
creases with greater number of elements, however, at high pressure ratio and
 
velocity the, smaller spacing between flow elements, associated with greater
 
element numbers, appears to be acoustically detrimental. This is due to the
 
separate flows coalescing too early at the high prdssure ratios, the noise
 
then being dominated by the coalesced jet still at high jet velocity.
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Figure 6-40 shows the effect of element number on static and M - 0.36o 
performance. Each configuration had the same flow and blockage area. As the 
number of elements increased the individual element width decreased, lowering 
pressures on the element base considerably. This results from the flow
 
coalescing in a shorter distance downstream of the base.
 
3. Angle of Attack Variation
 
Effect of spoke angle-of-attack variation is shown acoustically in Figure
 
6-43 and aerodynamically in Figure 6-42. The shift of velocity at which peak
 
suppression occurs suggests a relationship similar to an area ratio effect.
 
Directing the flow down the plug (Model 8 with spokes 10' forward = normal to
 
the 100 half-angle plug) gives peak suppression at low Jet velocity. In this 
case the flow simulates a low area ratio and individual jet streams tend to 
coalesce close to the nozzle exit plane. Aerodynamic performance with this 
model is seen to improve over the basic Model 3 nozzle, as directing the flow 
parallel to the plug surface pressurizes the plug. As the flow angle was 
increased relative to the plug surface, the static pressures on the plug surface 
decreased immediately aft of the suppressor throat. The decreased plug 
pressure was reflected in base pressure on the suppressor elements, resulting 
in higher base drag and lower performance. The spokes at 900 to the axis 
(Model 3) and 100 aft (Model 9) simulate an increased aerodynamic area ratio 
since the flow is initially spreading out from the plug. The highest suppres­
sion is thus realized from the 100 aft model. 
4. Planform Shape Variation
 
Results from variation of spoke planform shape, from tapered of'Model 3 
to parallel-sided of Model 5, are shown as an acoustic comparison in 
Figure 6-45 and an aerodynamic comparison in Figure 6-44. Parallel-sided 
spokes gave somewhat greater high velocity PNL suppression than the tapered 
spokes of the same area ratio. With the tapered spokes the spacing between 
flow elements close to the plug is smaller, causing the core flow to coalesce
 
quicker at -igh pressure ratio/jet velocity. Suppression capability is thus
 
lowered. Aerodynamic loss is much higher for the parallel sided spoke due to
 
the greater base area at deeper penetration where base pressures are lower.
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5. Spoke Versus Chute
 
Acoustic comparison of the ventilated chute (Model 10) versus the solid
 
spoke (Model 3) in Figure 6-47 indicates the entrained secondary flow through
 
the open-ended chutes was only slightly beneficial acoustically. Aerodynamically,
 
as seen in Figure 6-46, the chutes are far superior due to higher base
 
pressure and corresponding lower base drag. These trends are similar to those
 
noted for multi-tube suppressors where tube length was investigated. The
 
higher ambient pumping rate through an array of long tubes was only slightly
 
beneficial acoustically but considerably increased base pressures, lowering
 
the accompanying base drag and resultant thrust decrement.
 
Review of the above test work, during the SST Engine Development,
 
Contract FA-22-67-7, and further multi-spoke/chute test work within the
 
Supersonic Transport Noise Reduction Technology Program Phase II, Contract
 
DOT/FA72WA-2894 (Reference 8 and 14) indicates that the single most important
 
thrust loss mechanism for spoke/chute suppressor nozzles is the pressure drag
 
on the base area within the flow stream. Base pressure on the spokes or chutes,
 
as is the case with multi-tube suppressor systems, is primarily a function of
 
the amount of ventilation area which the spoke or chute has exposed to the
 
ambient air. This ventilation area is determined principally by the suppressor
 
area ratio and shape of the projected (planform) area of the elments, i.e.,
 
the circumferential width of the elements at the outer diameter (WO.D.). The
 
chutes have a further ventilation area (over the spokes) in the axial depth
 
of the chutes (D). This additional area is exposed to ambient air at the outer
 
diameter and gives the chute system a marked aerodynamic performance advantage
 
over a spoke system of similar planform shape. Pumping of ambient air to fill
 
and pressurize the base area is much easier due to the open flow channel. The
 
chutes base area is also further removed from the main jet flow than that of
 
a spoke, thus, lowering the influence of the low local static pressure caused
 
from the high velocity jet. Properly shaping the chute cross section can
 
place a large percentage of the base area forward of the throat plane away
 
from the influence of this low static pressure region. To exemplify the dif­
ference in base pressurization between spokes & chutes, Figure 6-48 presents
 
average base pressure as a function of nozzle pressure ratio for Model 3 & 10
 
of Figure 6-46. These two suppressor nozzles were identical with the exception
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of the additional axial depth of the chute design. It becomes obvious that base
 
pressurization and resulting base drag is the single most important thrust loss
 
mechanism for the spoke/chute suppressor systems. As a result, the application
 
of chutes over spokes would definitely be preferred as long as mechanical
 
problems related to stowage in the unsuppressed mode can be overcome in a
 
specific engine design. 
For the DBTF study the chute system has therefore
 
been chosen. Section 4.0 - SYSTEM CONCEPT SECTION discusses typical schemes
 
of chute system application to engine nozzle concepts, including the DBTF with
 
suppressed duct stream.
 
6.2.2 Aerodynamic Correlation
 
To further investigate the influence of chute suppressor geometric
 
parameters on base pressure and gross thrust coefficient, four single-flow
 
multi-chute configurations tested by GE were analyzed. These were:
 
o 
 32 chute, A/R=2.0, tapered chute planform, chute exit plane perpen­
dicular to plug centerline, 20' plug, per Figure 6-46.
 
(Reference 8)
 
o 	 32 chutes, A/R=1.69, tapered chute planform, chute exit plane
 
150 foward of perpendicular to plug centerline, 300 plug.
 
(Reference 8)
 
o 	 24 chutes, A/R=1.69, tapered chute planform, chute exit plane 150
 
forward of perpendicular to plug centerline, 300 plug. (Reference 8)
 
o 
 40 deep chute, A/R=2.0, near parallel chute planform, chute exit
 
° 
plane + 15 to perpendicular to plug centerline, 300 plug (Reference
 
11, 14 and 15)
 
An attempt to correlate the integrated average base pressure from test
 
data obtained on the four configurations resulted in the ventilation parameter
 
defined in Figure 6-49. The correlation shows that to attain high base
 
pressure, and subsequent good aerodynamic performance, the following criteria
 
should be followed.
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1. 	 The ventilating area (Av) at the flowpath O.D. should be as high as
 
possible, attained by making the chutes wide at the O.D. as compared
 
to the I.D. and by using a large radius at the leading edge resulting
 
in a more rectangular shaped cross section than that suggested by the
 
sketch of Figure 6-49.
 
2. 	 The chute cross section at the flowpath O.D. should be as deep as
 
possible (dimension D) to remove the base area from the high velocity
 
low static pressure area near the throat plane.
 
3. 	 The chute height (H) should be shallow to well ventilate as much of
 
the base area as possible before the pumped flow turns and is expended
 
into the main jet.
 
The correlation of Figure 6-49 was then used as the basis of forming
 
design curves for the DBTF multi-chute duct suppressor. Parametric variations
 
were made of area ratio, chute number, chute depth and chute width at the
 
flowpath O.D. Their effects on base pressure drag were studied, resulting
 
in the Figure 6-50 correlation of gross thrust coefficient as a function of
 
chute width ratio, area ratio, chute number and chute depth to height ratio.
 
This 	is not a general correlation but particular to the DBTF suppressed duct
 
application where duct height at the exit plane was determined by the
 
pre-selected duct plug flowpath and subsequent area ratio variation. This
 
aerodynamic performance correlation then supplemented the acoustic trade data
 
in establishing the final design.
 
6.2.3 Selection of Multi-Chute Duct Suppressor Design
 
Based on the Acoustic/Aerodynamic Review and Aerodynamic Correlation
 
(Sections 6.2.1 & 6.2.2), guidelines for design of the multi-chute duct
 
suppressor at the selected duct ideal jet velocity of 2415 ft/sec are sum­
marized as follows:
 
1. 	 Chutes seem to perform slightly better acoustically than spokes,
 
attaining approximately 1 L PNdB greater suppression at the 1500
 
ft. sideline. Choice of chutes over spokes, however, precipitates
 
more from consideration of aerodynamic performance where chutes
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have substantially higher performance. For a viable engine nozzle
 
design, mechanical feasability of stowage during the unsuppressed
 
mode 	is a further important consideration before selecting chutes
 
over spokes.
 
2. 	 For consideration of area ratio, the higher A/R (2.0 to 2.5 compared 
to 1.5) is acoustically beneficial, however, at the design point the 
trade between A/R = 2.0 & 2.5 is not distinctly discernable. Again, 
as with the multi-tube suppressor, if the optimum study design is 
considered as the acoustically treated ejector/duct suppressor system,
 
the area ratio should be chosen to generate more high frequency noise
 
than that optimum for an unejected design. The chute nozzle area
 
ratio influence on generation of noise spectra is similar to that of
 
tube nozzles in that the higher the area ratio, the lower the low
 
frequency noise levels and the higher the high frequency noise levels
 
generated. The high frequency noise generation location is close to
 
the nozzle exit plane. An acoustically treated ejector has the
 
potential of reducing the penalizing high frequency noise so that,
 
together with the low frequency noise reduction achieved by the
 
higher area ratio, greater overall suppression of PNL should result.
 
Aerodynamically, high area ratio betters chute nozzle performance
 
at low values of chute depth to height (D/H) ratio. At high D/H
 
values (near 1.0) aerodynamic performance is fairly insensitive to
 
area ratio.
 
3. 	 For acoustic performance a reasonably high chute number (32 to 40) 
should be chosen at the design velocity of 2415 ft/sec. Very fine
 
flow segmentation (48 to 64 spokes) did not increase suppression
 
significantly. As with area ratio, the higher number of chutes
 
performs superior aerodynamically for the low D/H ratios. At high
 
D/H values (near 1.0) aerodynamic performance is fairly insensitive 
to chute number as long as chute width ratio is reasonable (> 1.5). 
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4. 	 As with the multi-tube designs, slanting the chute exit plane so
 
that flow vectors outward would simulate a higher aerodynamic area
 
ratio and result in better suppression but would probably cause
 
flow-impingement on the -serondary ejector and resultant thrust loss.
 
Slanting the chute exit plane inward so that flow vectors along
 
the angled plug surface would normally pressurize the plug surface,
 
resulting in higher performance, but acoustic suppression decreases
 
due to individual jet flows merging too soon, before velocity is
 
substantially decayed. For the DBTF suppressed duct case, the flow
 
will be exiting the chutes on a near flat flowpath, therefore no
 
aerodynamic benefit could be expected by inward slanting. The chutes
 
should thus be designed with a coplanar exit plane, perpendicular to
 
the nozzle centerline.
 
5. 	 For good acoustic suppression, chute exit plane planform should be
 
such to allow a high percentage of jet flow near the outer diameter
 
of the annulus, as long as reasonable separation between individual
 
jets is maintained at both the I.D. and O.D. of the annulus. Thus,
 
the parallel sided spokes performed superior acoustically, as a
 
greater percentage of flow area was near the annulus O.D. (See Figure
 
6-44). The tapered spokes allowed a more even radial flow distribution
 
but with minimal separation between individual jets near the annulus
 
!.D. This allowed flow coalescence before velocity was significantly
 
decayed; therefore, loss of suppression potential.
 
As seen in the aerodynamic correlation, low values of planform ratio
 
(designated as width of chute at O.D. to width at I.D.) highly
 
influenced aerodynamic performance. Width ratios of less than 1.0,
 
where O.D. width is less than I.D. width, have very high thrust loss.
 
The major base area is starved of flow from the ambient surroundings,
 
the flow being required for pressurization.
 
Both 	acoustic and aerodynamic performance are thus seen to be quite
 
sensitive to planform shape. For the DBTF multi-chute suppressor,
 
parameters other than planform should be selected, if feasible, with­
in the range where planform becomes as least sensitive as possible.
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Again from the aerodynamic correlation of Figure 6-50, this region
 
is where area ratio and chute depth to height ratio are high,
 
(A/R=2.5), (D/H=1.0). Parallel sided chutes (Wo.D /WI.D. = 1.0) 
would be a reasonable choice within this region. However, as the
 
correlation is not totally data substantiated, a more safe selection,
 
past the knee of the curves, would be wiser, between WO.D./W.D.of
 
1.0 and 2.0. Selection of chute number in this region can be done
 
strictly for acoustic suppression as the aerodynamic correlation
 
shows no distinction from 24 to 40 chutes.
 
For the specific DBTE multi-chute design the annulus I.D. was pre-fixed,
 
based on the maximum fan plug flap travel designed into the engine nozzle
 
system, (see Figure 5-1 of Section 5.1) linearly scaled to model size. The
 
annulus O.D. was allowedto grow to that required to accommodate the physical
 
area associated with the selected area ratio of 2.5. Area ratio for the chute
 
suppressor system is defined as the ratio of total annulus area to physical
 
flow area (A/R=Annulus Area/No. Chutes x Physical Area per Chute). To determine
 
the annulus area requirement, a discharge coefficient, CDl8=*975 , was chosen
 
based on averaging the CD 's of the four previous chute test configurations
 
(discussed in Section 6.2.2) at the takeoff design PT18/Po = 2.66. Use of
 
this CD1 8 and the Ae8 of 10.842 in2 (See Table A-1 of Appendix A) yielded an
 
A18 of 11.120 in2. Based on the area ratio definition, this A18 and annulus
 
I.D. were used to establish the throat annulus 0.D.
 
Using the above annulus physical geometry and the acoustic/aerodynamic 
guidelines, a series of multi-chute annular arrays were designed within the 
limits of a) 32 to 48 chutes, b) parallel sided chutes where WI.D./Wo.D. = 1.0, 
c) radially tapered chutes where WI.D./W0.D. = 1.28, and d) varying chute taper 
in the range of 1.5 < WO.D./WI.D. < 3.0. Final suppressor selection from the 
various chute patterns designed was based on a weighted averaging of the
 
parameters most influencing acoustic and aerodynamic performance, consistent
 
with the previously detailed conclusions. The final selection is shown
 
schematically in Figure 6-51 and has the following features.
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Figure 6-51 DBTF SCALE MODEL MULTI-CHUTE DUCT SUPPRESSOR 
o 	 Area Ratio = 2.5
 
o 	 36 Chutes equally spaced each 10*
 
= o 	 Radial chute planform at exit plane, W0 .D./WI.D. 1.28 
o 	 Coplanar (flat) chute exit plane
 
o 	 Approx. 30% area convergence from leading edge of chute at tangent
 
point to nozzle throat plane.
 
o 	 CD18 = .975 
o 	 Ae1 8 = 10.842 in2 (design)
 
o 	 Ael8 , 11.120 in
2 
A tabulation of the design areas is in Table A-1 of Appendix A. A sketch
 
of the model system showing all related miscellaneous hardware is also includ­
ed in Appendix A, as well as the hardware detailed drawings.
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SECTION 7.0
 
EJECTORS-- HARDWALL AND ACOUSTICALLY TREATED
 
7.1 HARDWALL EJECTOR DESIGN
 
Available aerodynamics data on multi-element jet noise suppressors with
 
secondary ejector shrouds are limited to several multi-tube, full baseplate
 
(i.e., no plug) configurations tested by General Electric (Reference 8) and
 
to a large number of configurations of the same general suppressor type tested
 
by the Boeing Company (Reference 9). These test results were used, in
 
conjunction with standard conical nozzle/ejector shroud data (References 16,
 
17 and 18), to develop the aerodynamic flowpath of the ejector shrouds for
 
the subject DBTF test hardware.
 
The primary design consideration for the suppressor/ejector system was to
 
provide sufficient inlet area for the ambient air entering the ejector.
 
Insufficient inlet area results in a pump-down of base pressure on the suppres­
sor elements or baseplate and a corresponding severe thrust loss. The
 
previous test data indicates that the necessary inlet area may be provided by
 
proper radial and axial placement of the ejector inlet lip. This is shown
 
conceptually in Figure 7-1 where radial spacing is defined in terms of
 
diameter ratio (Dej/Dp) and axial spacing is defined in terms of S/Dp. 
Figure 7-1 also shows aerodynamic static performance results from Boeing test 
work (Reference 9) in terms of gross thrust coefficient versus primary nozzle 
pressure ratio. The primary nozzle had 31 tubes within an aera ratio of 2.5 
array. Ejector radial and axial spacing geometry was varied to establish the 
performance changes from S/Dp of 0.0 to .125 and Dej/D p from 1.0 to 1.11. 
An additional data point from a General Electric test, using a 36 chute/plug 
nozzle and ejector system resulting with Dej/Dp = 1.0 and S/Dp = .061, is also 
included. .It is the only test data available with an annular suppressor 
around a plug, and exhibits good aerodynamic static performance. The combination 
of Boeing and General Electric data indicates that for good aerodynamic 
performance, sizing of the ejector inlet for proper inlet area is most critical. 
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Design selection for the DBTF program utilizes an ejector inlet lip at
 
the exit plane of the multi-tube nozzle and an inlet diameter ratio (inlet
 
lip diameter/suppressor outer diameter- of 1.-l-l for the multitube duct
 
suppressor. A schematic of the design is shown in Figure 7-2. Details of
 
the design are in Appendix A on Drawing No's. 101D9508 through 101D9511.
 
Mounting this hardwall ejector to the multi-chute duct suppressor system provides
 
an inlet diameter ratio of 1.15 as well as a higher axial spacing ratio due to
 
ejector inlet set-back from the chute exit plane.
 
The second major consideration in ejector design is area distribution
 
through the ejector. The bulk of the available suppressor/ejector data is for
 
nozzle systems with no plug or centerbody and which utilize essentially
 
cylindrical (constant area) ejectors. For unsuppressed conical nozzles with
 
ejector shrouds, References 16 and 17 show performance loss can be incurred
 
for either divergent or convergent ejectors, as compared to cylindrical shrouds
 
at the same pressure ratio of interest. The hardwall ejector of Figure 7-2
 
for the DBTF dual flow plug nozzle is designed "equivalent" to a cylindrical
 
ejector, that is, the ejector exit area equals the total inlet area. For this
 
purpose, the definition of total inlet area for the plug nozzle with multi­
element suppressors consisted of the entire fan suppressor area (base plus
 
flow area), the core flow exit area and the ejector annulus inlet area from
 
the suppressor outer diameter to the inlet lip. This allows the ejector
 
shroud to converge in area by the amount of plug area in the nozzle, thus
 
making the flow area at the exit equal to the entering flow area. The wall of
 
the ejector shroud is straight from entrance to exit. Although this provides
 
slight variations in the annulus flow area along the length of the shroud, it
 
is felt that the ejector performance would not be affected. This also
 
eliminates the need for complex wall curvature.
 
For acoustic suppression benefit, as a pure mechanical shield or as area
 
available for application of acoustic treatment, long ejector length is
 
beneficial. However, mechanical implementation into a variable engine system
 
precludes impractical length, particularly when considering translating and
 
stowing the ejector within the engine nacelle when not used for acoustic
 
suppression. Thus the ejector length for the DBTF model was established
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through a reasonable trade between mechanical practicality and acoustic
 
suppression potential and thus was terminated near the plug end.
 
Figure 7-2 also shows interchangeable sharp and bellmouth inlets for
 
the ejector. The sharp inlet will be used for all aerodynamic static perfor­
mance testing. The bellmouth inlet will be used for all acoustic tests to
 
assure that any possible inlet separation, which could cause noise tones
 
interfering with pure jet noise, would be eliminated.
 
The ejector system will be mounted through use of support flanges and
 
four localspacer rods. These are positioned so as not to interfere with the
 
natural airflow paths feeding the ejector inlet.
 
7.2 	ACOUSTICALLY TREATED EJECTOR DESIGN
 
For application of a treated ejector, to be acoustically tested with the
 
multi-chute and multi-tube suppressed duct configurations (Refer td Section 3.0,
 
DESIGN OBJECTIVES, for discussion of test models), prior test work of General
 
Electric (Reference 8) and The Boeing Company (Reference 19) were reviewed.
 
In addition an internal treatment design review and selection program was
 
conducted before final selection of the, ejector treatment.
 
Schematics of test models and corresponding acoustic suppression results,
 
for three General Electric test configurations using multi-element jet
 
suppressors with acoustically treated ejectos, are shown in Figure 7-3 through
 
7-5. The primary nozzle in each system was a 37 tube array with Greatrex
 
(segmented) tube ends. The first ejector, per Figure 7-3, was a bulk absorber
 
design using 1" thick fiberglass packing retained with a 40% open area
 
perforated faceplate. Suppression gain of about 5 PNdB was realized on a
 
300 ft sideline, over a jet velocity range of 1500 to 2500 ft/sec; attributable
 
solely to the acoustic treatment. The second configuration, per Figure 7-4,
 
utilized a porous "RIGIM4ESH" liner with a .10" deep cavity backing. Two
 
lengths of ejector were tested. Again reasonable PNL suppression gains of
 
2 to 5 PNdB were realized on a 300 ft sideline, the higher suppression attained
 
by the longer ejector. The third ejector design utilized 22.5% open area
 
perforated sheet metal facing with Cerafelt CR-400 packing of .250" thick.
 
Again 300 ft dideline PNL suppression gains of 4 to 5 PNdB were achieved over
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a wide Jet velocity range. The suppression is again attributed directly to
 
the acoustic treatment as the suppression is established by reference to a
 
hardwall ejector of the sane internal geometry.
 
In each of the three applications, the primary jet high frequency noise
 
sources were reasonably close to the nozzle exit plane due to the high
 
segmentation of the jet with the Greatrex tube suppressor. Likewise in each
 
application, good suppression levels were attained by use of bulk-absorption
 
treatment designs.
 
For the DBTF ejector design, the treatment review study with resultant
 
material selection and gross tuning study for suppression of the multi-element
 
Jet spectra resulted in the following design details.
 
o Perforated faceplate of 37% porosity using approximately .045"
 
diameter holes in a straight line pattern with .067" spacing between
 
centers.
 
o 	 "Kaowool" packing material - a refractory fiber material with good 
absorption and insulation characteristics, similar to Cerafelt; 
capable of sustained use at 23000 F. 
o 	 Depth of treatment cavity approximately 3/8" and filled with 
approximately 3 lb per cu ft density of the Kaowool packing. 
The acoustic treatment design details are incorporated into a separate
 
ejector with internal flowpath dimensions identical to those of the hardwall
 
ejector design of Figure 7-2. The ejector outer diameters have grown to
 
accommodate the treatment and faceplate. The bellmouth inlet is adaptable to
 
this ejector and is planned for use during acoustic testing when applied to
 
both the multi-tube and multi-chute suppressed duct systems.
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SECTION 8.0
 
COANNULAR COPLANAR BASELINE SYSTEM
 
The conical convergent nozzle is the classic baseline for all single
 
flow jet noise work. However, for dual flow nozzle systems, previous
 
General Electric work has shown that a coannular coplanar convergent nozzle
 
system without a protruding center plug is a more representative acoustic
 
baseline. This coannular baseline nozzle represents a single conical
 
convergent nozzle when the exit velocities are equal (same temperature and
 
pressure), however, it is more versatile in that it also allows the velocity
 
ratio effects to be established on a simple nozzle system. Therefore, the
 
second baseline nozzle for the study was chosen as a coannular coplanar
 
non protruding-plug system. For the single flow baseline case, available
 
acoustic data from tests of conical convergent nozzles in intended to be
 
used, in addition to testing the dual flow baseline at equal exit velocities.
 
The design of the coannular coplanar baseline nozzle is shown in Figure
 
8-1. Design areas and discharge coefficients are tabulated in Table A-1 of
 
Appendix A. A sketch of the model system showing all related assembly
 
hardware is also included in Appendix A (as Figure A-4) as are the detailed
 
model hardware drawings.
 
Choice of the nozzle discharge coefficients, CD1 8 .990 and CD8 .994,
 
was based on previous test work and at the takeoff design pressure ratios of
 
P1s/Po = 2.66, P8 /Po = 1.51. Physical throat areas, per Table A-1 in Appendix
 
A, were used to establish the throat plane diameters, allowing for a thin lip
 
at the core/duct interface. The total physical flow area at the coplanar
 
throat plane is just slightly under the equivalent area of a 6" dia. nozzle,
 
due to the high values of discharge coefficients and holding Ae18 and Ae8
 
consistent between models rather than A18 and A8. Core to duct effective area
 
ratio (Aes/Ael) is 1.55, as is the design for all other models. Reasonable
 
flowpath convergence angles are used before mating to steeper angled
 
transition pieces which bring model flow-lines up to those of the facility
 
instrumentation spool-pieces.
 
The exit plane of the coannular coplanar baseline system has been chosen
 
to coincide with that of the coannular non-coplanar duct throat plane.
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Figure 8-1 DBTF SCALE MODEL COANNULAR COPLALNAR BASELINE 
SECTION 9.0
 
MODEL HARDWARE DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 
To meet the various usage intents as described in Section 3.0, DESIGN
 
OBJECTIVES,'the model hardware system and detail design became a major task
 
within the DBTF program. The initial design criteria, imposed pastly by
 
contractual requirements and partly by internal decision, are summarized as
 
follows: 
1) Test Conditions 
a) Acoustic 
Core Duct 
TTvR 
PT/o 
Vjvft/sec 
amb-1460 
1.3-1.9 
1000-1400 
arab-1960 
1.2-3.9 
550-2800 
ATmTI8T 8 " 0 to 10000 
V19/V9 = 0.4 to 2.0 
b) Aerodynamic
 
Core Duct
 
T T R amb-1460 amb-1460 
PT/Po 1.3-2.0 1.5-4.0 
2) 	No water cooling of hardware.
 
3) 	 Model sub-assemblies must be separable for interchangeability and
 
repetative usage.
 
4) 	 As the hardware will be exposed to large temperature gradients between 
the core and duct (AT=T18-T8= 0 to 10000, contractual commitment) 
differential radial and axial growth rates will be experienced. 
Provisions must be made to alleviate stress concentrations, which
 
could lead to hardware failure, by allowing independent growth of
 
the core and duct streams' hardware, both in the radial and axial
 
directions.
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5) 	 Models must be interchangeable between the GE JENOTS acoustic facility 
and the FluiDyne channel 11 facility with minimum of transition hard­
ware. 
6) 	 Instrumentation must be provided to measure total temperature and
 
pressure of both streams, sufficient to calculate ideal jet vel­
ocities.
 
7) 	 As the models will be used for evaluation of aerodynamic static
 
performance, flange surfaces and other potential leakage paths must
 
be sealed as best possible. Accuracy of thrust measurementsdis
 
directly proportional to flow leakage, therefore, leakage between
 
streams or to ambient should be minimized or totally eliminated.
 
8) Static pressure instrumentation is to be applied to critical drag
 
surfaces of the baseline coannular non-coplanar model and to the
 
suppressed duct models to allow for evaluation of thrust loss
 
constituents through pressure/area integration. Tubing for part
 
of the instrumentation must be routed through passages within the
 
model assembly and through hollow struts within the facility frames.
 
Static pressure instrumentation is also to be applied to the hardwall
 
ejector to document pressure loading and subsequent thrust gain/loss
 
due to the ejector.
 
9) 	 Models must be of flight type configurations (externally clean) to
 
allow for possible future study of external flow effects.
 
Discussion of and provisions for incorporation of the above design
 
criteria are as follows. Several initial criteria have been changed, making
 
design requirements even more stringent.
 
1) 	 The most stringent contractual requirement for mechanical integrity 
is imposed by the differential temperature conditions in item 1 
above, i.e. AT=T i-T 8 of 0 to 10000. However, the possibiltiy was 
forseen of subjecting the duct stream to the maximum design temper­
ature of 19600 R with ambient temperature flow in the core stream, 
thus resulting in a AT of approximately 15000. This then became 
the most stringent thermal design condition, as opposed to the 
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contractual commitment of l000 AT. For gas loading on duct sup­
pressor elements, the most severe environment would be at PT18/Po=4.0
 
while at TI8 of 19600R. Provisions have also been made to allow
 
for test with the core stream at 14600 R and the duct stream with
 
ambient temperature flow.
 
Thus 	the limits of operation are:
 
o 	 Duct at 19600 R - Core from ambient to 14600 R
 
o 	 Core at 14600 R - Duct from ambient to 19600 R
 
The final design however, does allow for core stream operation to
 
PT8/P of 4.0 and TT8 = 1460' R.
 
2) 	 As jacketing for water cooling is quite complex, confidence in 
obtaining uniform surface cooling with water jacketing is low, and 
probability of success in routing instrumentation leads through 
water cooled sections without leakage is low, a non-water-cooled 
system was selected. Fabrication materials, weld and braze processes 
and assembly hardware items were selected to compensate for lack of 
cooling. The core stream I.D. and O.D. flowpath hardware is made 
from 300 series stainless steel (Bar stock AMS 5639C, 5647C, 5648C 
and 5654H, sheet stock AMS5510J, 5511B and 5524C). The duct I.D. 
and O.D. flowpath hardware is manufactured from Hastalloy X (Plate 
stock AMS5536G, Bar, Forging AMS5754F). 
3) 	 To assure interchangeability of model sub-assemblies and repetetive
 
usage, special high temperature fastening mechanisms have been
 
selected to eliminate seizure at elevated temperature operation.
 
To minimize warpage at flanges between mating parts, again for
 
assurance of sub-assemblies interchangeability, drawn fits and
 
light interference fits are used at most flange interfaces. Pro­
visions for back-off screws for ease of disassembly are included
 
wherever practical.
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4) 	 To allow for differential radial and axial thermal growth rates,
 
incorporation of provisions starts within the upstream facility
 
frame section. A schematic of the acoustic facility hardware with
 
the baseline coannular non-copulanar model system is shown in Figure
 
9-1. Independent core and duct frames have been designed, inter­
connected at the core O.D. and duct I.D. flowpaths with a flexing
 
wishbone structure. The wishbone absorbs deflection due to dif­
ferential thermal growth, thus eliminating high stress concen­
tration normally inherent in single frame designs for dual flow
 
while subjected to large thermal gradients.
 
The duct stream frame section adapts to the facility coannular
 
plenum through a cylindrical outer frame support (See Figure 9-1)
 
and a conical transition piece. Thus the duct stream outer shell
 
supports the entire model and frame assembly. Core O.D. and duct
 
I.D. sliding transition pieces complete the inner flowpaths from 
the frames to the facility coannular plenum. Sealing mechanisms 
are provided to eliminate leakage between streams at the interface 
of the core frame and coannular plenum inner supply pipe. Differen­
tial 	axial growth from the frame section aft through the model
 
hardware is provided for with a sliding interface between the core
 
O.D. and duct I.D. hardware pieces at the exit plane. Compensa­
tion for differential radial growth is also allowed for at the
 
same exit plane interface. Sufficient radial gap is allowed such
 
that a) when operating the core hot (14600 R) and duct at ambient,
 
the core O.D. will grow radially into the duct I.D. hardware, but
 
not overstress to buckling, and b) when operating the duct hot
 
(19600 R) and core at ambient, the gap will be increased due to
 
faster duct hardware radial growth. These allowances for differential
 
axial and radial growth rates are also in the suppressed duct designs.
 
5) 	 As the same model assemblies will be used for both acoustic and aero­
dynamic static performance evaluation, interchangeability between
 
the JENOTS acoustic facility and FluiDyne's Channel 11 thrust stand
 
is required. A schematic showing adaptation to FluiDyne's facility
 
is shown in Figure 9-2. The acoustic facility's core and duct
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frames plus outer frame support and flow monitoring instrumentation
 
sections will be used. The flexing wishbone structure is not re­
quired as core and duct flows will be at the same temperature.
 
Spaced between the frame section and the flow monitoring instrumenta­
tion section will be a flow conditioning section consisting of
 
choke plates and straightening screens. The calibrated choke plates
 
will provide the required pressure drop to supply the core and duct
 
nozzles with correct test pressure. Additional upstream choke
 
plates, part of the FluiDyne facility, intially reduce the supply
 
pressure from approximately 400 to 120 psia. For ambient temperature
 
test work, each stream will be supplied and metered independently
 
as shown by the top half of the Figure 9-2 schematic. For hot flow
 
aerodynamic testing, the core flow will be ducted to supply both
 
the core and duct nozzles as shown by the lower half of the same
 
schematic.
 
6) 	Flow monitoring instrumentation for both the acoustic and aero­
dynamic tests will be that designed and built as part of the new
 
dual flow acoustic facility. As previously seen in Figure 9-2, an
 
instrumentation section is positioned aft of the frames and flow
 
conditioning sections for aerodynamic testing. Instrumentation
 
within the flow metering section consists of two combination PT/TT
 
rakes plus four static pressure taps in each of the two streams. A
 
schematic of the instrumentation layout, Figure 9-3, shows the
 
PT/TT rakes located midway between the wakes of the upstream struts
 
within the core and duct streams. The static pressure taps are
 
located just to the side of each rake to assure any flow disturbance
 
from the rake body does not interfere with the measurements. Each
 
PT/TT rake is an integral part of a removable pad such 'that, when
 
inserted within the stream, no discontinuity in internal flowpath is
 
seen other than the probe body. Three PT and three TT elements are
 
on each rake, spaced on centers of equal areas, as shown schematically
 
in Figure 9-4, i.e, core and duct annuli are divided into six equal
 
areas and sensing elements are located at the area centers of the six
 
equal area annuli. The two probes within each stream alternate PT
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and TT sensing elements at each of the six radial locations.
 
Appendix A includes probe detail drawings 665-100-1194 Sheets 1
 
through 3.
 
The use of a common flow monitoring section should, therefore, provide
 
consistency of measurements among all test models and between the
 
acoustic and aerodynamic test work.
 
7) 	 For prevention of flow leakage between streams and from the duct
 
stream to ambient, particularly necessary for aerodynamic static
 
testing, several precautions have been designed into the model/
 
adapter system.
 
o 	 High-temperature-resisting "GRAFOIL" gaskets of .010 thickness 
are to be used between all radial flanges as specified in the 
assembly schematic Figure A-I through A-4 of appendix A. They 
also will be used on upstream facility hardware at the FluiDyne
 
facility.
 
o 	 For axial flange areas, drawn fits and interference fits pro­
vide metal to metal contact for prevention of leakage. Addi­
tionally, radial bolts in critical locations are press fit
 
interference.
 
o 	 For the suppressed duct stream models, where the suppressor
 
hardware is allowed to translate axially over the duct I.D.
 
flowpath, as seen in Figure A-2 and A-3 of Appendix A, inconel­
asbestos packing is provided to seal against leakage.
 
The gasketing and packing are intended primarily for aero­
dynamic test work where flow leakage is critical to performance
 
evaluation. For acoustic test work, when minor leakage does
 
not influence acoustic noise generation, the gasketing and pack­
ing are recommended but are not mandatory.
 
8) 	 Provisions have been made to route all internal static pressure tap
 
leads through passages between the core 0.D. and fan I.D. hardware
 
pieces and internal to the core 1.D. hardware, then between flow
 
monitoring and flow conditioning hardware sections and up through
 
slots in the frame struts. Both the core and fan plug surfaces can
 
be instrumented in this manner. Specifics of model instrumentation
 
are discussed in Section 10.0.
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9) 	 Contractual requirement is that model external flow-lines will be
 
aerodynamically clean for possible use within an external flow
 
media. This would allow the models to be evaluated for either or
 
both acoustics and aerodynamics in a simulated flight wind-on
 
application. A break plane has therefore been provided within each
 
of the models four major hardware sections, (with the exception of
 
the coannular coplanar baseline) i.e., core I.D., core O.D., duct
 
I.D., and duct O.D., (See Figures A-1 through A-3 of Appendix A)
 
such that adaptation to a wind tunnel sting with maintenance of
 
smooth internal and external flowpaths is possible. The break points
 
of the core and duct O.D. sections use interference axial fits and
 
radial press fit bolts for elimination of leakage and for continuity
 
of internal flowpaths.
 
For application of the secondary ejector, temporary bulk flanges
 
are used for the static acoustic and aerodynamic tests. A break
 
plane has been provided at the ejector inlet for ease of mounting
 
to a wind tunnel sting. The bulk flanges can be machined away
 
for an externally smooth ejector flowpath.
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SECTION 10.0
 
MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
 
The models that will be tested for aerodynamic performance (all but the
 
coannular coplanar baseline) contain static pressure instrumentation sufficient
 
to document the major thrust loss mechanisms. Specific locations of the
 
pressure taps are shown on the detailed drawings of Appendix A. As the core
 
flowpath is common to all aerodynamic models, the 15 static pressure taps
 
on the core plug (Appendix A, Drawing JNSD-121573, Sheet 1) are comon. For
 
the coannular non-coplanar baseline model, the duct plug has 12 static pressure
 
taps as detailed in Appendix A, Drawing JNSD-122873, Sheet 1. For the multi­
chute/tube duct suppressors, the duct plugs have 16 and 14 static pressure
 
taps, respectively, as shown in Tables III and IV of Appendix A, Drawing
 
JNSD-123173, Sheet 5. These taps are arranged in rows at several angular
 
locations with redundant taps at various axial locations. The arrangement is
 
designed to detect differences in plug pressure behind flow blockages (chute
 
or portion of tube baseplate) and behind direct flowpaths (tube or between chutes).
 
The multi-tube suppressor is instrumented with eleven static taps at
 
various radial locations on the baseplate, per Table II of Appendix A, -
Drawing JNSD-123173, Sheet 5. Redundant taps are at some radii but positioned 
at different circumferential locations in order to detect variations in base 
pressure caused by location within the tube pattern. The pressure measurements 
will be integrated over the base area to estimate base drag; expected to be
 
the largest single contributor to thrust loss.
 
The base dreas of the multi-chute suppressor are instrumented with static
 
taps at various radial positions. The taps are located along the aft face of
 
the leading edge of the chute as shown on Appendix A, Drawing JNSD-123173,
 
Sheet 5, and located by Table I. The chute base pressure measurements will
 
again be used to calculate base drag for each of the test conditions.
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Each static pressure tap is to be supplied with approximately six feet of
 
stainless steel tubing so that routing through the model assembly can be
 
accomplished when required and tubing can be easily attached to facility
 
readout instrumentation.
 
The internal surface of the hardwall ejector shroud and the sharp inlet,
 
Appendix A, Drawings 101D9508 through 101D9511, also contains static pressure
 
taps which will indicate the thrust and/or drag forces on the shroud.
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NOMENCLATURE
 
A8 Core Nozzle Physical Throat 
Area, in2
 
Ae8 Core Nozzle Aerodynamics Throat Area, in 
2 
Duct Nozzle Physical Throat Area, in
2
 
A1 8 

Ael8 Duct Nozzle Aerodynamics Throat Area, in
2
 
Ag Fully Expanded Core Jet Area, in 
2 
A19  Fully Expanded Duct Jet Area, in
2 
Alt Altitude, ft 
A/R, ARd Suppressor Nozzle Area Ratio = Baseplate Area or Annulus 
Area/Total Physical Flow Area 
8 Bypass Ratio = W181W8 
CD Discharge Coefficient = Aerodynamic Flow Area/Physical Flow Area
 
CDS Core Nozzle Discharge Coefficient
 
CD18 Duct Nozzle Discharge Coefficient
 
D Axial Depth of Chute Cross Section at Flowpath O.D. (see Figure 6-49), i
 
Dej Ejector Internal Diameter (see Figure 7-1), in.
 
Dp Primary Nozzle Maximum Diameter Over Suppression Elements, in. 
DBTF Duct Burning Turbo-Fan
 
Fn Thrust, lbf.
 
N Chute Height between Flowpath O.D. and I.D., in. 
Hz Hertz
 
Lti/Dt Tube Internal Length to Diameter Ratio
 
MN Mach Number
 
OAPR Engine Overall Pressure Ratio 
OAPWL Overall Power Level, dB
 
OASPL Overall Sound Pressure Level, dB
 
Pamb Ambient Pressure, psia
 
PR Pressure Ratio
 
PR F Fan Pressure Ratio 
PT8/Po Core Nozzle Total to Ambient Pressure Ratio
 
PTl8/Po Duct Nozzle Total to Ambient Pressure Ratio
 
PNL Perceived Noise Level, PNdB
 
PB/Po Mean Base Pressure Ratio 
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NOMENCLATURE (concluded)
 
SPL Sound Pressure Level, dB
 
S/Dp Ejector Axial Spacing to Primary Nozzle Diameter Ratio (see Figure 7-1)
 
Tamb Ambient Temperature, C R 
TT Total Temperature, 0 R 
T8 Core Stream Total Temperature, K 
T18 Duct Stream Total Temperature, R 
VjiFully Expanded Jet Velocity, ft/see 
V9 Fully Expanded Core Jet Velocity, ft/sec 
V19 
WO.D. 
Fully Expanded Duct Jet Velocity, ft/sec
Circumferential Width of Chute Element at Annulus .D., in
 
WI.D. Circumferential Width of Chute Element at Annulus I.D., in.
 
W8 Core Stream Weight Flow, pps
 
WI8 Duct Stream Weight Flow, pps
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TABLE A-I 
DESIGN AREAS AND DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS, ENGINE AND MODEL
 
=
0 Ae8/Ael8 1.55 
ENGINE MODEL 7 MODEL 8 MODEL 2,5,6 MODEL 1,3,4 
UNSUPPRESSED UNSUPPRESSED UNSUPPRESSED MULTI-TUBE MULTI-CHUTE 
COANNULAR COANNULAR COANNULAR DUCT SUPPR. DUCT SUPPR. 
NON-COPLANAR NON-COPLANAR COPLANAR COANNULAR COANNULAR 
NON-COPLANAR NON-COPLANAR 
2Ae8, in 1994 16.815 16.815 16.815 16.815 
CD 2 
A8 , in 
.977 
2041 
977 
17.21120 
.994 
16.91-P 
.977 
17.211 
.977 
17.211 
DUCT 
Ael8, in 1286 10.842 10.842 10.842 10.842 
CD 2 .980 .980 .990 .948 .975 
A18, in 1312 11.064 10.952 11.437 11.120 
NOTES:
 
,()CORE NOZZLE REMAINS SAME FOR MODELS I THROUGH 7.
0 PHYSICAL A8+A 8=28.275 in2, EQUIVALENT TO PHYSICAL AREA OF 6" DIAMETER NOZZLE.
 
C3)USED FOR PHYSICAL DESIGN OF UNSUPPRESSED COANNULAR COPLANAR THROAT PLANE WITHOUT CORE PLUG.
 
@ USED FOR PHYSICAL DESIGN OF MULTI-TUBE DUCT SUPPRESSOR THROAT AT EXIT PLANE OF TUBES.
® USED FOR PHYSICAL DESIGN OF MULTI-CHUTE SUPPRESSOR THROAT AT EXIT PLANE OF CHUTES,
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SUMMARY 
This report presents the results of hot/cold flow model tests conducted 
to determine static performance of several dual-flow exhaust nozzles with duct 
noise suppression. The test program was conducted by PluiDyne Engineering 
Corporation for General Electric Company under Purchase Order No. 200-4XX­
14G31451. The model tests were performed in the Channel 11 static thrust 
stand at the FluiDyne Medicine Lake Aerodynamic Laboratory. 
Five configurations of a dual-flow plug-nozzle model were tested. The 
baseline configuration represented a co-annular unsuppressed duct-burning 
turbofan nozzle. Two configurations used noise suppressors deployed in the 
fan duct (either 69 tubes or 36 spokes). Two more configurations were obtained 
by adding an ejector shroud to each of the suppressor designs. 
Facility checkout tests were made using two standard ASME long-radius 
metering nozzles. These tests demonstrated facility data accuracy at flow 
conditions similar to the dual-flow nozzle tests. 
=Test conditions included fan nozzle pressure ratios from X =181.5 to 4 
and core nozzle pressure ratios from X8 = 1.3 to 2. The model air was generally 
at ambient temperature (cold ,flow). One configuration, the multi-tube suppres­
sor with ejector, was also ,tdted withzthe model airflows heated to 1000°R and 
1460OR. The test program totaled 59 data points, including 15 ASME nozzle 
tests. 
Test results indlude nozzle thrust coefficients, fan and core nozzle dis­
charge coefficients,a6d surface static pressure distributions. 
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS 
in 2Cross-section area,A 
c Real-gas A/A* correction factor, dimensionless 
C Axial balance readout, counts 
x 
CD Discharge coefficient, dimensionlass 
CT Static thrust coefficient, dimensionless 
D Diameter 
P Stream thrast, lb. 
f Exit stream thrust parameter, dimensionless 
32.174 ft./sec.2g Acceleration of gravity, 

G Real-gas stream thrust correction factor, dimensionless
 
H Axial thrust component, lb.
 
H Axial balance force, lb.
 
K Critical weight flow parameter, 'Rl /sec.
 
K Axial balance force calibration factor, lb ./count
x 
L Calibration load, lb. 
m Mass flow rate, slugs/second 
P Pressure, static unless otherwise speofied by subscript, psia 
AP Static pressure difference across seal, psi 
r Radial distance, in. 
RN Reynolds number, dimensionl,,ss 
T Temperature, 'R 
V Velocity, ft./sec.
 
W Weight flow rate, lb./sec,
 
y Distance from wall 
8 Boundary layer thickness 
7 Ratio of specific heats, 'I Mensionl.ss 
A Increnental quantity 
X Pressure ratio, Pt/P a , dimensionless 
8 Meridian angle m-asured clockwise looking upstream, degrees 
P Density, slugs/ft. 
3 
Iv 
Subscripts 
a 
e 
1. 
t 
w 
wFreestream 
1,2,4,5,8,18 

Superscripts 
• 
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Ambient 
Exit 
Ideal 
Total conditions 
Wall 
See Figures 5a-5c
 
Sonic condition 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This experimental study was conducted to determine aerodynamic perfor­
mance of five model configurations of a duct-burning turbofan exhaust nozzle 
with noise suppression. The test program was defined by General Electric 
Technical Memorandum 74-39, "Test Specification - Dual Flow Nozzle with 
Duct Noise Suppression Model Test for NASA Duct-Burning Turbofan let Noise 
Program." Test objectives were to defermine nozzle thrust coefficients, dis­
charge coefficients for each of the two streams, and static pressure distributions 
on the model surfaces. Technical liaison for General Electric was performed by 
Mr. Paul S. Staid and Mr. John F. Brausch. 
The model hardware was supplied by General Electric. Model-to- facility 
adapters, and additional flow conditioning elements, were designed and fabri­
cated by FluiDyne. Model tests were conducted in FluiDyne's two-temperature­
flow static thrust stand (Channel 11) with the model exhausting directly to 
atmosphere.. 
This report describes the test facility, test models, data-acquisition and 
analysis procedures, and presents the test results. Test conditions and major 
test results are tabulated in Figure 6 and are plotted in Figures 7-10. Detailed 
data and calculations are tabulated in the Appendix. 
F'LUIDwN ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
2.0 FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The tests were performed in Channel 11 at FluiDyne's Medicine Lake 
Aerodynamic Laboratory. Channel 11 is a two-temperature flow static thrust 
stand used to determine performance of exhaust nozzles in which -the two 
exhaust flows are at different temperatures. Nozzle thrust is determined 
from force measurement with a strain gage force balance. The general 
arrangement of Channel 11 is shown in Figure 1. Photographs of test model 
installations are presented in Figure-4. 
The airflows for both the cold and hot passages of a test nozzle are 
obtained from the facility high-pressure dry air storage system. Air for the 
cold passage is throttled, metered through a long-radius ASME nozzle, ducted 
to the cold passage of the test nozzle, and finally exhausted to atmosphere. 
Air for the hot passage is throttled, passed through a regenerative storage 
heater, mixed with unheated bypass flow to achieve a desired temperature, 
metered through a long-radius ASME nozzle, ducted to the hot passage of 
the test nozzle, and finally exhausted to atmosphere. 
The air heater used for the hot flow contains alumina pebbles which 
are preheated to approximately 12500F with a combustion heater. The 
heater capacity is nominally 40 lbs ./sec. at 1200°F. 
The model assembly is supported by a strain gage force balance and 
is isolated from the facility piping by two elastic seals; see schematic in 
Figure 5. Calibration of the balance and seals is described in Section 4.6. 
The ASME meter at Station I is water-cooled to protect the elastic seal 
from thermal effects. Since the cooling water is confined to the upstream 
(i .e., non-metric) hardware only, no tare forces are introduced by the water 
supply lines. 
-2­
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Facility instrumentation is provided to calculate mass flow rates at 
Stations 1 and 4, and to calculate the exit thrust produced by the test nozzle; 
details are described in Section 4.0. The data were recorded with Polaroid 
cameras and digital printers. 
-3­
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3.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION 
3.1 General Electric Dual-Flow Nozzles 
The test models were furnished by General Electric. Model-to-facility 
adapters, including flow conditioning elements, were designed and fabricated 
by FluiDyne. An assembly drawing of the model adapters is shown in 
Figure 3. Photographs of model assemblies are shown in Figures 4a-4e. 
The upper portion of Figure 3, and Figure 5a, shows the arrangement 
of the adapters for cold dual-flow tests (Runs 16 through 54). The fan nozzle 
flow was metered, ducted to an annular passage, and passed through two 
screens before entering the fan nozzle. Charging station instrumentation 
for the fan nozzle (indicated in Figure 3) consisted of 6 area-weighted total 
pressure ( Pt8 ) probes, 6 area-weighted total temperature ( Tt18 ) probes, 
and 2 static pressure taps on each of the inner and outer walls. The tem­
peratures were measured with shielded C/A thermocouples. The rakes were 
located at 0 = 300 and 2100 (3 Pt and 3 Tt in each of the two probe assem­
blies). 
The core nozzle flow was metered and passed through a choke plate 
and two screens before entering the core nozzle. Charging station instrumen­
tation for the core nozzle was similar to that described above for the fan, with 
two probe assemblies located at 0=0° and 1800. 
The lower portion of Figure 3, and Figure 5b, shows the arrangement of 
the adapters for the five hot-flow tests. In this arrangement, the total flow 
was metered at Station I and ducted through a jet breaker-to a common plenum 
supplying air to both the fan and core nozzles. The open area of the core 
passage choke plate (relative to the fan nozzle throat area) produced the 
proper flow split between the core and fan nozzles. Charging station 
instrumentation for the hot tests was the same as described above, except 
-4­
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that one Tt8 thermocouple was used to control the flow temperature and 
was, therefore, not recorded. 
The test nozzles were assembled from interchangeable model components 
to form five test configurations. The core nozzle was common to all con­
figurations. 
Configuration 7, Figure 4a, was a "baseline" or unsuppressed 
nozzle, having axisymmetric co-annular core and fan nozzles. 
Configuration 1, Figure 4b, employed 36 "chutes" to provide 
multiple jets at the fan nozzle exit. 
Configuration 3, Figure 4c, was obtained by adding an axisym­
metric ejector shroud to Configuration 1. 
Configuration 2, Figure 4d, employed 69 tubes (.522 inch ID 
cylinder, 100 half-angle contraction, .4594 inch ID at exit). 
Configuration 5, Figure 4e, was obtained by adding the ejector 
shroud to Configuration 2. The ejector mounting flange was 
modified between tests of Configurations 3 and 5, as shown in 
the photographs. 
Geometric throat areas calculated from specified dimensions were 
A8 17.2108 in. 2 (common to all configurations), A = 11.1555 in. 2 for 
the baseline model, A1 8 = 11.1202 in. 2 for chutes, and A8 = 11.437 in. 
2 
for the tubes.
 
Static pressure instrumentation on the model surfaces consisted of 
15 taps on the common core plug, 12 taps on the baseline fan plug, 23 taps 
on the chute/fan plug assembly, 25 taps on the tube/fan plug assembly, and 
11 taps on the ejector. The pressure tubes were connected to mercury 
manometers with plastic stripatube lines. 
-5 ­
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3.2 Standard ASME Nozzles 
Facility demonstration and checkout tests were performed using two 
standard ASME long-radius flow metering nozzles (Figures 2 and 4a). The 5.5 
inch nozzle was mounted in line with the upper meter of the facility force 
measuring system, and was tested with cold flow. The 4 inch nozzle was 
mounted inline with the lower meter, and was tested with both cold and 
hot flows. The two ASME nozzles were tested separately and simultaneously. 
-6­
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4.0 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
The following subsections describe the data analysis procedures used 
in the present test program. Station notations are defined in Figure 5. 
4.1 Flow Rates 
The mass flow rates through the test nozzles were determined using 
choked ASME long-radius metering nozzles. For most of the model tests, 
as shown in Figure Ba, the core nozzle flow rate was calculated at Station I 
and the fan nozzle flow rate was calculated at Station 4, using the following 
equations. 
W = 8 = 1W 
Tt 1 
K4 0 D A4P 4 
=W 4 = W18 
Special hot-flow calibration tests were run with Configuration S to 
determine the discharge coefficient of the fan nozzle (tubes), by blanking 
off the primary passage, and discharging the entire metered flow through 
the tubes. Fan nozzle discharge coefficients determined by these calibra­
tion tests included effects of thermal growth of the hot tubes. 
For the hot dual-flow tests of Configuration 5, Figure 5b, the total 
flow rate was metered at Station 1. The fan nozzle flow.rate was then 
calculated using tube discharge coefficients determined by the above­
described hot calibration tests. The core flow rate was then calculated 
by subtracting the calculated fan nozzle flow from the metered total flow. 
- 7 ­
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The critical flow factor, K , was calculated as a function of total 
pressure and total temperature. 
+ o x x e 
0 067 500)K =0.52820 +a Tt+bTt 2 Tt 3 + 0.186 0- 4 Pt x - (Tt ­
where: a = 0.1654 x 10
- 4
 
- 7
x 10
-0.2119b = 
-
c = 0.6008 x 10 11 
Tt is inOR and Pt is in psia. 
This equation was obtained by curve-fitting tabulated values in Reference 1; 
the curve-fit is accurate to within + 0.03% for 0 < Pt < 30 atmospheres and 
460 < Tt < 700 0 R, and is accurate to within + 0.1% for 0 < Pt < 40 
atmospheres and 460 < Tt < 1800 0 R. 
CD 4 was calculated using a semi-empirical equation 
CD4= 1 -0.184 RN4-0.2 
and varied from 0 .990 to 0.993 for the -present tests. 
CD 1 was calculated fom a similar equation, modified for the hot tests 
to account for a thermal bo ndary layer. This thermal boundary layer results 
from watercooling of the Station 1 meter. 
-0.2 
CD 1 = 1 - (0.184 RN ) (1.574 -0.574 Tt /T) 
The above equation was derived assuming constant static pressure in the 
boundary layer, a 1/7 power velocity profile, thermal boundary layer thick­
ness equal to velocity boundary layer thickness, and a density distribution 
in the boundary layer defined by 
1/7
_.e TO) TO 
--T 1)Tw w 
-8­
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Tw , the wall temperature at the nozzle throat, was estimated from heat­
balance calculations of heat transfer from the air stream to the cooling water. 
T values calculated for the present hot tests varied from 1220 to 240F. 
was calculated using a mean temperature, (Tw + Tt 1 /2. CD 1 ,N I as alclate pertur  t ) . i.calculated 
using the above equation, varied from 0 .991 to 0.998 for the present tests. 
Given sufficient wall cooling, CD may exceed unity (Reference 2). 
The above equation for CD 1 is believed to be correct within + 0.002, 
on the basis of results from facility demonstration tests. These demonstra­
tion tests include test series with either a 2 .5-inch or a 4-inch diameter ASME 
nozzle located downstream of the water-cooled Station 1 meter. The down­
stream nozzle was essentially at adiabatic conditions (thin-wall construction, 
Cbackside insulated). Flow rates calculated at Station 1 (using the above D 
equation) agreed within + 0.25% with flow rates calculated at the downstream 
nozzle (using adiabatic wall CD) , thereby indicating the adequacy of the 0 D1 
equation. 
A4 , the geometric throat area of the Station 4 meter, was 4.909 in. 2 . 
A1, the geometric throat area of the Station 1 meter, was calculated assuming 
thermal expansion from 700 F to Tw . The largest value of A, calculated for the 
present tests was 3.8113 in representing a thermal expansion area change 
of 0.31% from the nominal area of 3.7996 in. 
2 
p pPt1and t 4 were measured on Heise bourdon-tube gages. t1 and 
Tt 4 were measured with shielded chromel/alumel thermocouples and recorded 
on the facility Vidar system (analog to digital converter, printer). 
Calculated flow rates (Ibm./sec.) for the present tests were in the 
ranges
 
3 < W1 < 20 5 < " 4 < 20 
-9 ­
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4.2 DisohaMr Coeffic ents 
Discharge coefficient is defined as the ratio of actual flow rate through 
a nozzle, to the ideal isentropic flow rate at the overall nozzle pressure ratio. 
Overall nozzle pressure ratios are defined as 8 = Pt8 /Pa and X18 =-t18 /Pa 
CD 18and =D T8 
1KiAiBPt (A*A7 8 =K TA_*7)hT18 K18 18 18 8At 88 8-
K and K were evaluated using a previous equation, as functions ofP.8 8P T • T TPt1 8 , t 1 8 and t 8 , t8. t1 8 and t 8 were measured on shielded chrome!/ 
alumel thermocouples, and were defined as the averages from the area-weighted 
probes. Pt1 8 and Pt8 were measured on multiple-tube mercury manometers 
and were defined as the averages from the area-weighted probes. 
The throat area of the 5.498-inch ASME nozzle was A 8 = 23.741 in 2 
The throat area of the 4.000-inch ASME nozzle, when measured at room tem­
perature, was A8 = 12.566 In 2 . For the hot tests, this area was calculated 
as 12.75 in2 , assuming thermal expansion from 700F to a recovery temperaturt, 
T
w . Tw was calculated assuming isentropic expansion and a recovery factoc 
of 0.89, i.e., 
Tw/Tt = (T8 /Tt ) + 0.89 (1 - T8 /Tt8) 
Throat areas for the noise suppression nozzles are listed Ln Section 3 .0 
A*/A, the isentropic area ratio, is used to correct the ideal flow rate 
when the nozzle is unchoked. A*/A for the cold tests was calculated using 
=equations valid for 7 1.4, obtained from Reference 3. 
A*/A = 3.86393 - 0 "71429 1 - k- 0 .28571 for X 5 1.8929 
and
 
A*/A =I for X : 1.8929. 
- 10 ­
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A*/A for hot tests was obtained by correcting the I = 1.4 value for "real 
gas effects, "to account for y being significantly less than 1.4. The correc­
tion was derived by curve-fitting tabulated values from Reference 4; no correc­
tions are indicated for Tt < 900 0 R. First, the critical pressure ratio was 
expressed as a function of total temperature: 
t - 6 
-1/x 9.667 x 10 x Tt (-R) + 0.5196 
if X -j , then A*/A =1. If X < \ and 900 < Tt < 12600R, 
I
c = 1 + ( - ) 5.728 x 105 (Tt 9 00) 
If X <* and 1260 < Tt < 1800 0R, 
c:!+11 1 []
 
c = I) +2.615 x 10 (Tt - 1260) + 0.020621 
Finally;
 
A*/A = c x [CA*/A) at =1.4] 
For the present tests, c (denoted c* on computer output sheets) varied from
 
1.000 to 1.004.
 
4.3 Thrust Masurment
 
The net static thrust of an exhaust nozzle isdefined as the axial exit
 
momentum of the exhaust flow, plus the excess of exit pressure over ambient
 
pressure times the exit area.
 
H= mve + (P- P) A 
The net static thrust of an exhaust nozzle model was determined inthe present
 
test program by applying the momentum equation to the control volume shown
 
inFigure 5. The analysis of forces applied to the control volume includes
 
- 11 ­
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entering stream thrusts (F1 and F4), a balance force (Hx), various pressure­
area terms and seal tare forces, and the exit stream thrust, (H + p A ). 
Summing forces, 
H=F1 +F 4 A2 A) +p 5 (A5 -A 4 )-Pa (A2 +A) - Hx. 
The stream thrust at Station 4 is the exit stream thrust of a choked 
long-radius ASME nozzle, and was calculated as: 
F4 = G 4 (1 + 1.4 CD4 CT4) .52828 Pt4A4 
Use of 7 1.4 and P*/P = .52828 in the above equation imply an idealt
 gas. The factor G, derived from tabulated values in References 1 and 4,
 
corrects the stream thrust from that of an ideal gas to that of a real gas. 
-If Tt < 560 0 R, G = 1.00012 + 6.8338 x 0 6 x Pt (psia) . 
6If Tt > 5600 R, G =1.0044 - (4.196- .0059 Pt) (Tt+460) x 10-
CD 4 has already been discussed; CT4 was calculated in an analogous 
manner,
 
-0.2 
CT4 1- o\4a9 RN4 
This equation is a semi-empirical expression of the thrust coefficient of an 
ASME nozzle at a pressure ratio of X = 1.8929 (corresponding to P*/Pt = 
.52828). For the present tests, G varied from 1.0004 to 1.0013, and 
CT4 varied from 0.994-to 0.996. 
The stream thrust at Station 1 was calculated as: 
F1 = G1 (I + 1.4 0 D CT .52828 Pt AI 
- 12 ­
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Each vartable in this equation has been previously described, except 
CT1 was calculated in a similar manner as CT but was modified for hot 
tests to account for the thermal boundary layer described in the discussion of 
CD in Section 4.1: 
-0.2
 
CTI = I - (0.109 RN _,(0.828 +0.172 Tt )/T 
The above equation was derived using the same assumptions as in the deriv'i­
tinof 1 CTI for the present tests varied from 0.992 to 0 .996. 
Static pressures p2 and p5 were measured on mercury manometers and 
bourdon-tube gages. Ambient pressure (p ) was measured on a Hass mercury 
manometer (barometer). A5 and A2 , the geometric reference my-eas for the 
seals, were 12.6924 and 7.0686 in2 , respectively. 
4.4 Thrust Coefficient 
The static thrust coefficient of an echaust nozzle is defined as the ratio 
of the measured nozzle net thrust, to the ideal thrust of the actual mass flow 
when expanded isentropically from Pt to Pa 
c H-
T my 1 
For the present dual-flow tests, the ideal thrust was calculated as the sum 
of the fan nozzle ideal thrust and the core nozzle ideal thrust­
_CT = _
ml 8 vi18 M v 8 
Ideal thrust was calculated using a dimensionleiss ideal thrust 
function, mivi/PtA*, which is a function of both I and 7 
- 13 -0
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m vtl18 (A*/A)18 CD 1 8 A1 8 Pt18 (mivi/PtA*)1 8 
m8v 18 (A*/A) 8 A 8 Pt8 (m v /PtA*)8 
where 
(mivi/PtA*) = '+ 7- Y 1_ 
= 1.81162 1 _-X-8"28571 , for 7=1,4 
For the cold tests, 7 was taken to be 1.400. For the hot tests, however 
7 ; 1.4, and therefore (mivi/PtA*) obtained from the above equation was 
corrected to account for "real gas effects" by multiplying by the ratio 
(miv±/PtA*) for real gas
 
(mivi/PtA*) for 7- = 1.4
 
This ratio was calculated from tabulated values in Reference.4; for the present 
range of test conditions this factor was obtained from a curve-fit expression 
5.81x 10- 5 x (Tt , OR- 1000) + 1.25 x 10- 3 x0 - 1) 
and varied between .9937 and .9971 for the core nozzle, and between .9952 
and .9996 for the fan nozzle. 
Thrust data from the ASME nozzle tests were also expressed in terms of 
the dimensionless exit stream thrust parameter, 
H+ Pa (A8 +A 18) 
= Pt 8 A8 + 1 8 A18 
- 14 ­
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4.5 Pressure and Temperature Data 
Pressure instrumentation for facility pressures and charging station 
pressures were described previously. All other pressures in the model were 
measured using multiple-tube mercury manometers. Model pressure data 
were reduced to absolute pressures (psia) and dimensionless ratios (P/pt18 
P/'t P/P ). The results are tabulated on computer output sheets, con­
tained in the Appendix. 
Facility and charging station temperature data were obtalned using 
shielded chromel/alumel thermocouples, and were recorded on the facility 
Vidar system. Temperatures were expressed in OF or OR, or both. 
4.6 Force Bnl.ance Calibration 
I 
The force balance calibration determines the output characteristics of 
both the force balance flexure and the elastic seals which provide pressure­
tight expansion joints between the metric model assembly and the non-metric 
facility structure. The output of the strain-gage flexure is very linear with 
applied load, but the seals provide an additional force which Is a function of 
both axial load and seal pressure. Most of this force carryover results fro-a 
radial seal deflections required to support the static pressure differentials 
across the seals when the ducts are pressurized. Consequently, the seal 
and balance assembly is calibrated under simulated operating conditions oz 
axial load (deflection) and seal differential pressures. The calibration for 
this mixed flow facility is further complicated by the fact that the vertical 
location of the applied horizontal load during a test is a function of the hot/ 
cold flow split and nozzle pressure ratios; the calibration nust, therefore, 
duplicate both the magnitude and location of the net force which was ex­
perienced during a test. As a result of these requirements, it has been 
found expedient to calibrate "on-point," that is, to determine the balance 
output characteristics while simultaneously reproducing the horizontal force, 
force vertical location, and seal pressures experienced at a specific test 
point. 
- 15 ­
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The horizontal force and force location for each test point are not known 
exactly until the on-point calibration is completed. The initial test data are, 
therefore, reduced (by computer) using a preliminary calibration. The computer 
is programmed so that, as it reduces the initial test data, it also prints out the 
required calibration information (calibration load and load location), such that 
an accurate on-point calibration can then be made. 
Calibration consists of blanking off both air ducts in the metric'part of 
the system so that the seals can be pressurized internally as they are during 
a test. The seals are then pressurized to simulate running levels and a 
horizontal load is applied (at the proper vertical location) which gives the 
same balance output as that experienced at the particular test point being 
simulated. The apparent balance force, Hx , (which contains the seal 
force carryover) is then calculated as follows: 
H = L + AP2A2 + AP5A5 ­
where: L Is the applied calibration load 
A2 is the hot flow seal duct area 
A5 is the c ld flow seal duct area 
AP2 is the pressure difference across the hot duct seal 
AP5 is the pressure difference across the cold duct seal . 
This force is divided by the balance output (counts) to get a calibration 
factor, Kx: 
HKx = % 
C KKX 
The calibration factor, Kx , is relatively constant and makes accurate inter­
polation between calibration points possible. Even with the so-called "on­
point" calibration, the applied load is varied slightly during calibration to 
give the trend of Kx versus Cx . 
- 16 ­
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The proper value of Kx is then multiplied by the actual balance output, 
Cx , from a test point to get the apparent horizontal load, HI. This is sub­
stituted into the equation for thrust, H , presented in Section 4.3. 
- 17.­
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5.0 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
Test conditions and major test results are tabulated in Figure 6 and 
are plotted In Figures 7-10. Detailed data and calculations, including 
tabulated static pressure distributions, are contained in a separate Data 
Appendix. 
The tabulation in Figure 6 includes: Configuration number and des­
cription, run number, actual values of the independent test variables ( X18' 
18 1 Tt), and the major test results (CT' CD8 , CD 18) For the ASME nozzles, 
f9 is also tabulated. 
5.1 ASME Cheokout Tests 
Three combinations of standard ASME nozzles were tested to demon­
strate facility data accuracy. The test results are tabulated in Figure'6 
and are plotted in Figures 7a-c. 
Target performance curves for the ASME nozzles are shown in the 
figures. These predictions are based on semi-empirical equations from 
Reference 5, and were obtained by an analysis of ASME nozzle exit surveys 
conducted by PluiDyne in 1965. 
The test results were statistically analyzed in terms of bias (average 
difference between actual and predicted values) and scatter (standard de­
viation of the data from the biased curve). This analysis is summarized 
In the following table. Bias, % Standard Deviation, % 
CD CT f9 D D8 CT 
Runs 
1-5 5.5" cold 
18n D 
-. 11 
Ta_ 
-. 03 -. 08 .07 .07 
' 
.03 
6-10 5.5" + 4",-
cold 
-. 06 -. 11 -. 13 -. 12 .10 .11 .06 .06 
11-15 4" hot .08 -. 12 -. 30 .16 .08 .06 
- 18 ­
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5.2 General Electric Suppressor Nozzle Tests 
Major results from the suppressor nozzle tests are tabulated In 
Figure 6, sheets 2 and 3. Thrust coefficients are plotted v6rsus fan nozzle 
pressure ratio in Figures 8a-c. 
Fan nozzle and core nozzle discharge coefficients are plotted versus 
their respective pressure ratios in Figures 9a-c and 10a-c. Discharge co­
efficients greater than 1.00 at low nozzle pressure ratios are due to throat 
static pressures being less than ambient. 
- 19 ­
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EIGURE 5b. STATION NOTATION, HOT-FLOW MODEL TESTS 
4 5 force balance1 
5"ASME nozzle 
cold fHow-. 
_ _. _ _ _ _--- .. _ . .._ _- .. . . . .. " 8I 4 
onol voluASE nozzle 
m 
Station 
1 
2 
4 
5 
8 
8 
ASME Meter Throat (core flow) 
Flexible Seal (core flow) 
ASME Meter Throat (fan flow) 
Flexible Seal (fan flow)
5. 5Cold ASME Nozzle Throat 
4" Hot ASME Nozzle Throat 
0 
0 
Xo 
0 
Z 
FIGURE 5c. STATION NOTATION, ASME CHECKOUT TESTS 
Configuration Run No. . 18 0T CD!8 CD8 f9 
5.5" ASME 1 1.522 
.9945 .9885 1.2335 
cold, upper 2 1.838 
.9943 .9896 1.2559 
3 2.040 
.9941 .9907 1.2561 
4 2.285 
.9957 .9908 1.2573 
5 2.549 
.9946 .9909 1.2571 
5.5" ASME 6 1.521 1.490 .9927 .9896 .9872 1.2308 
cold, upper 7 1.834 1.791 .9927 .9913 .9890 1.2551 
+ 
4" ASME 
8 
9 
2.048 
2.288 
1.986 
2.237 
.9932 
.9949 
.9892 
.9913 
.9903 
.9910 
1.2546 
1.2569 
Z 
cold, lower 10 2.547 2.494 .9939 .9918 .9899 1.2566 Z 
4" ASME 11 1.498 .9912 .9851 1.2244 
hot, lower 12 2.002 .9913 
.9896 1.2490 m 
Tt8 1460°R 1314 2.501 3.013 .9931 .9902 .9903 
.9910 1.2507 1.2519 
15 4.249 .9765 
.9903 1.2517 o 
0 
'a 
0 
0 
z 
FIGURE 6. RUN SCHEDULE AND TABULATION OF MAJOR TEST RESULTS 
(Sheet 1 oM) 
Configuration 
7 
baseline 
(cold flow) 
1 
chutes 
(cold flow) 
3 
chutes 

+ 
ejector 
(cold flow) 
Run No. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

32 

33 
34 

35 

36 
37 

x8 
1.312 
1.308 
1.308 
1.886 
1.890 
1.895 
1.297 
1.298 
1.298 
1.298 
1.888 
1.895 
1.897 
1.897 
1.298 
1.301 

1.298 

1.301 
1.893 

1.893 

1.893 
1.895 

x18 
1.490 
3.077 
4.034 
1.574 
3.081 
4.033 
1.548 
2.272 
3.064 
4.035 
1.547 
2.270 
3.071 
4.033 
1.541 
2.273 

3.061 

4.036 
1.541 

2.247 

3.060 
4,036 

CT 
.9741 
.9722 
.9660 
.9663 
.9642 
.9618 
.9534 
.9601 
.9567 
.948,1 
.9575 
.9602 
.9575 
.9496 
.9837 
.9943 

.9953 

.9828 
.9716 

.9822 

.9827 
.9747 

CD 
.9431 
.8494 
.8398 
.9864 
.9565 
.9453 
.9943 
.9922 
.9923 
.9461 
.9867 
.9850 
.9839 
.9836 
1.0356 
1.0544 

1.0724 

1.0445 
.9849 

.9855 

.9847 
.9853 

CD18 
1.0238 
.9866 
.9896 
1.0096 
.9864 
.9878 t 
.9469 
.9687 
.9735 
.9755 
.9493 
2 
.9685 
.9698 
m 
m 
.9767 
.9556 
.9709 
.9740 
0 
1 
.9772 1 
.9534 
.9685 
.9714 
0 
z 
.9758 
FIGURE 6. RUN SCHEDULE AND TABULATION OF MAJOR TEST RESULTS 
(Sheet 2 of 3) 
Configuration Run No. x 8 X"18 CT D8 D18 
2 38 1.302 1.552 .9442 1.0008 .9202 
tubes 
39 
40 
1.304 
1.301 
2.243 
3.048 
.9507 
.9506 
.9971 
1.0004 
.9424 
.9426 
(cold flow) 
41 
42 
43 
1.301 
1.897 
1.897 
4.033 
1.542 
2.250 
.9456 
.9493 
.9517 
1.0030. 
-. 9848 
.9848 
.9446 
.9213 
.9440 
44 
45 
1.895 
1.901 
3.061 
4.038 
.9526 
.9458 
.9855 
.9851 
.9447 
.9456 
5 
tubes 
+ 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
1.300 
1.299 
1.299 
1.298 
1.645 
1.545 
2.255 
3.257 
4.035 
3.258 
.9449 
.9591 
.9689 
.9802 
.9682 
1.0450 
1.0768 
1.0975 
1.1168 
.9970 
.9389 
.9417 
.9428 
.9445 
.9442 
m 
z0 
z 
ejector 
(cold flow) 
51 
52 
53 
2.001 
1.996 
1.996 
1.544 
2.246 
3..254 
.9533 
.9600 
.970.3 
.9813 
.9840 
.9845 
.9432 
.9427 
.9442 
M 
X 
54 1.997 4.029 .9833 .9845 .9450 
5 
Tt = Ttl= 1000°R 
55 
56 
1.273 
2.129 
2.215 
4.001 
.9511 
.9858 
1.0893 
1.0048 
.9432 
.9457 
5Tt8 = Ttl 8 -S1460R 0R 
57 
58 
1.296 
1.727 
21242 
3.213 
.9501 
.9611 
1.0574 
1.0041 
.9544 
.9556 
* 
z 
59 2.148 4.017 .9810 1.0013 .9567 
*Notes: 1) 
2) 
C 
Both 
from hot-flow calibration tests. 
C and C are based on cold throat areas. 
D  1 8 
FIGURE 6. RUN SCHEDULE AND TABUIATIOhOF MAJOR TEST RESULTS 
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CONFIGURATIONS-1 AND 3
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CONFIGURATIONS 2 AND 5 
